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SUMMARY
In completely specified models, where explicit formulae are derivable for the 
probabilities of observed events, the method of maximum likelihood has come to be the 
most widely employed method of estimation due to its optimal asymptotic properties. We 
discuss this method along with a review of the theory in Chapter 1. There is also some 
introductory material on asymptotic theory included in the first part of this chapter.
There is currently growing interest in the use of estimating equations, other than 
those based on a full likelihood specification, for estimating parameters. In many cases 
this approach is particularly useful because the true likelihood is unknown or intractable. 
For example, maximum quasi-likelihood estimation is widely applied via the GLIM 
computer package. It is therefore of interest to examine the efficiency of such alternative 
methods relative to maximum likelihood. This is the subject of the present study in which a 
certain class of estimating functions is applied to some common data analysis situations. In 
Chapter 2, we discuss the previous development of these methods and their asymptotic 
properties, in particular the asymptotic variances of the resulting estimators.
We consider models from widely used families, of both exponential and non­
exponential types, to compare the asymptotic efficiencies of the methods discussed in 
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we compare the efficiencies, relative to MLE, in the case of 
independently identically distributed (iid) observations. In the first part we consider the 
exponential family models, and in the second part the non-exponential family models.
Chapters 4 and 5 are concerned with similar comparisons for the non-iid case. 
Chapter 4 presents results when the models are taken from the exponential family, and in 
Chapter 5 the results are compared for non-exponential family models. Two types of 
situations, (i) when some parameters are assumed known, and (ii) when all parameters are 
unknown, will be considered. In the first case all the methods perform well, but in the 
second case a singularity problem removes two of the methods from comparison.
In Chapter 6 we suggest further investigations for the estimating equations and 
connections between the methods are developed in some cases. The concluding results of 
previous chapters are also examined in detail.
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( C i H A i P T E m  a
ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES AND MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
E S T I M A T I O N
LI. INTRODUCTION
To assess the merits of an estimator we need a set of criteria by which its 
performance can be judged. Obviously any set of criteria depends on the purpose for 
which an estimate is required. Consequently there need not be a single set of criteria by 
which all estimators can be judged, or a single estimator of any given parameter which is 
appropriate for all situations.
When a sample is observed from a population depending on certain unknown 
parameters, a basic problem is to summarize the data in such a way that little or no relevant 
information is lost. Ideally, for each parameter, we would like a single statistic whose 
distribution depends only on that parameter and which contains all the information relevant 
to that parameter. Since estimation, however, involves reduction of data, it may entail 
some loss of information for we are interpreting the data through the estimates. The 
criteria for choice of estimators should then relate to minimisation of loss of information. 
Unfortunately, no single, all-purpose objective measurement of information is possible 
and hence the difficulty in the formulation of suitable criteria.
In laying down criteria of estimation one attempts to provide a measure of closeness 
of an estimator to the true value of a parameter and to impose suitable restrictions on the 
class of estimators. An optimum estimator in the restricted class is determined by 
minimizing the measure of closeness. There need not be a single set of such criteria of 
estimation useful in all situations. For example, the condition of unbiasedness may be 
particularly unattractive in that many biased estimators with possibly smaller mean square 
error lose their claim as estimating functions.
When exact solutions are not available it is desirable to have widely applicable 
procedures that in some sense provide good approximate solutions, at least, in large 
samples. So we now discuss the case when the number n of observation is large and 
errors of estimation correspondingly small. Simplifications then become available that 
are not possible for small samples.
8The purpose of this work is to apply certain aspects of the asymptotic theory of 
statistical estimation. It is emphasized that we do not intend to cover the subject 
completely and the choice of material is to a great extent based on the work of interest here. 
Estimation theory, like any other topic of mathematical statistics, originated from certain 
practical problems. The first question which arises in connection with this problem is how 
to compare different estimators or, equivalently, how to assess their quality, in terms of 
the mean square deviation from the parameter or perhaps in some other way. Moreover, 
the corresponding solution often depends heavily on the specific type of distribution, the 
sample size, etc.
Now we will discuss criteria of estimation in large samples. Let (X^: n=l,2,...j be 
a sequence of observations providing information on a parameter 0 and let T„ be an 
estimator of 0. Our object is to examine the asymptotic properties of the estimator T^ as 
n oo.
Suppose that 0 is constrained to lie in an open interval of the real line, or more 
generally in an open set of p-dimensional Euclidean space. The existence of the first two 
derivatives of f(x;0) with respect to 0 allows us to introduce Fisher’s amount of 
information. Let us define
1(0) = E@{-82/a02[logf(x;e)]}
as the Fisher information function associated with density f(x;0). The independently and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample (Xj,...,X^) then has information nl(0).
A central role in the theory of estimator efficiency is played by the Cramer-Rao 
inequality. The Cramer-Rao lower bound for the variance of an unbiased estimator of a 
function g(0), in the case of a real parameter 0, was established in two separate papers by 
C.R.Rao (1945) and H.Cramer (1946), respectively. If the density f(x;0) satisfies 
suitable regularity conditions, the celebrated Cramer-Rao inequality for the variance of any
unbiased estimator T„ o f g(0), based on an iid sample o f size n, is VarQ(T^ )^ > 
[g’(0)]2/nl(0). From this relation we see that the lower bound for the variance of an 
unbiased estimator o f 0 is inversely proportional to the Fisher information. We can 
therefore say that the precision of an unbiased estimator of 0 is proportional to the 
information value 1(0).
It was R. A. Fisher who first adopted this idea of efficiency. He suggested 
considering only asymptotically normal estimators of 0 and called asymptotically efficient 
those estimators for which the variance of the limiting normal distribution is the smallest. 
However, asymptotic theories of estimation based on the criteria of consistency and 
efficiency have been constructed by so many authors and certain general methods have 
been shown to yield estimators satisfying these criteria. These criteria of consistency 
and asymptotic efficiency ensure minimum loss of information due to estimation as the 
sample size increases.
In our present work, we are mainly concerned with the classical work on (first order) 
efficiency, trying to apply the results through some estimating equations in some 
common data analysis situations. In the first part of this chapter asymptotic properties, 
i.e. consistency, asymptotic normality and efficiency, are discussed. The remainder of 
the chapter is devoted to the performance of MLE.
1.2. CONSISTENCY
In the asymptotic theory of estimation, a basic but important role is played by the 
notion of consistency. Roughly, it is defined such that if the whole population is observed 
then the method of estimation should provide exactly the right answer.
In 1921, R.A.Fisher, among a number of new concepts, introduced the ideas of 
consistency and efficiency of an estimator. The definition of consistency given in 1921 
cannot be used in most practical problems and a further definition given in Fisher (1925) 
has proved to be more meaningful in practical applications. There are various definitions 
of consistency of which three are common in the literature.
First, an estimator T^ = f(H„) is called Fisher consistent if f(Fg) = 0, where H^ is 
the empirical distribution function based on n observations, f is a continuous functional
defined on the space of distribution functions and F@ is the true distribution function from 
which observations are taken.
A second, and more widely useful definition is that T„ is weakly consistent for 0 if 
Tn = 0+Op(l), where Op(l) denotes a random variable that is o(l) in probability.
Finally, an estimator T^ is called strongly consistent for 0 if T^ = 0+o(l) with 
probability one.
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The possession of the property of increasing accuracy in larger samples is evidently a 
very desirable one. The property of consistency is a limiting property, that is to say, it 
concerns the behaviour of an estimator as the sample size tends to infinity. In general there 
will exist more than one consistent estimator of a parameter, and consistent estimators are 
not necessarily unbiased. Consistency alone also gives us no idea of the magnitude of the 
errors of estimation likely for any finite n. We must therefore seek further criteria to 
choose between estimators with the common property of consistency. The unbiased 
estimator with the smallest variance will be distributed most closely round the value 0 and 
so an unbiased consistent estimator with the smallest variance will be the best one.
Huzurbazar (1948), discussed some ideas about the consistency of maximum 
likelihood estimators. He showed that when the range of the observations is independent 
of the parameter, the likelihood equation is unrivalled in providing not only a consistent 
estimator but the best consistent estimator in large samples. However, when the range 
depends on the parameter it may become useless, under certain conditions.
1.3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY AND EFFICIENCY
When the sample size grows to infinity, estimators which are inefficient in finite 
samples may converge in distribution to estimators with asymptotic variances which attain 
the Cramer-Rao lower bound or even become smaller than that. Asymptotic 
normality is a much stronger result than consistency and requires additional regularity 
conditions to show that the limiting distribution of n^/^(T^-0) is N{0,1/1(9)}, where 1(9) is 
Fisher’s information. So under some general regularity conditions, if the limiting 
distribution of an estimate T^ is normal around the trae value as mean and with a variance 
achieving the Cramer-Rao lower bound, then we call it an asymptotically efficient estimate.
A consistent asymptotically normal (CAN) estimator T^ is said to be the best or 
efficient if the variance of the limiting normal distribution of nfi (^T^ -^9) has the least 
possible value. It was thought that when i.i.d. observations are considered, the variance 
of the limiting distribution of n^ /^ (T^ -^9) has the lower bound [1(9)]'^. An estimator T  ^
for which the stated lower bound is attained for the asymptotic distribution is taken to be 
efficient. But the result concerning the lower bound is not true without further conditions 
on the estimator (Rao and Kallianpur,1955; Rao,1963).
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Since most of the estimators we deal with are asymptotically normally distributed in 
virtue of the central limit theorem, the distribution of such an estimator will depend for 
large samples on only two parameters, its mean value and its variance. An important 
investigation of classes of best asymptotically normal estimators and a method of 
constructing such estimators by minimal separators was published by Barankin and 
Gurland (1951). Rao (1963) showed that, under some suitable regularity conditions on 
the probability density of i.i.d. observations, if is consistent and uniformly 
asymptotically normal (CUAN), then the asymptotic variance v(9) has the lower bound 
[T(fl)]-l Thus the best CUAN estimator is one for which the asymptotic variance v(ft) has 
the value [1(9)]‘k Therefore the concept of minimum variance is not void when the further 
condition of uniform convergence to normality is imposed on the CAN estimator 
(Rao,1965).
The term asymptotically efficient estimator was introduced by R.A.Fisher (1925) to 
designate consistent asymptotically normal estimators with asymptotically minimal 
variance. The motivation was that estimators of this kind should be preferable from the 
asymptotic point of view. The program outlined by R.A.Fisher consisted in showing 
that
(i) If 9n is a maximum likelihood estimator then under some 
natural regularity conditions the difference n^^(9n-9) is 
asymptotically normal with parameters {0,1-^9)};
(ii) If T„ is an asymptotically normal sequence of estimators 
then
Hm n_>ooEe{ni/2(T„-e)}2 >  I - i(e ) , O e e
J. Wolfowitz (1965) proposed a different definition of efficiency of statistical 
estimators. His reasoning is"roughly as follows. Asymptotic efficiency in the Fisher 
sense is natural if we confine ourselves to estimators whose distribution uniformly 
converges to the limiting normal distribution with zero mean. However, there are no 
logical foundations for such a restriction because by enlarging the class of estimators one 
may possibly obtain better estimators in a certain sense. Of course, one cannot omit 
the requirement of uniform convergence due to the existence of super-efficient estimators, 
although it may be reasonable to omit the requirement of asymptotic normality. He also 
suggested that two estimators, T„ and T^, where one is asymptotically normal but the 
other is not, can be compared by considering their degree of concentration about the true 
value of the parameter.
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According to Rao (1963), the theories of consistency and asymptotic efficiency are 
not satisfactory due to three main reasons. Firstly, all the results relate to limiting 
properties as the sample size tends to infinity and no indication is available of their 
applicability to samples of sizes ordinarily met with in actual practice. Secondly, there 
seem to exist infinitely many procedures leading to estimators satisfying the stated criteria 
and no further criteria have been suggested to distinguish among them. Thirdly, the 
criterion of asymptotic efficiency does not provide a satisfactory index of the performance 
of an estimator from the viewpoint of statistical inference. Rao attempted to resolve 
these difficulties by introducing two types of criterion known as first order efficiency and 
second order efficiency (Rao, 1962 and 1963). On the basis of second order efficiency 
several well-known procedures, which are considered as competitors to maximum 
likelihood on the basis of efficiency, can be eliminated.
With the class of CAN estimators, Lehmann (1983) showed that under mild additional 
restrictions there exist estimators that uniformly minimize the asymptotic variance v(0). 
Such estimators are called asymptotically efficient estimators.
Let Xi,...,Xn be i.i.d. according to a density f@(x) satisfying suitable regularity 
conditions, then the Cramer-Rao inequality states that the variance of any unbiased 
estimator T^ of g(0) satisfies
VareCTJ > [g’(0)p/nl(0). (1.3.1)
Suppose that T„ = T^( Xi,...,X^) is asymptotically normal:
ni/:^(T^-g(8)) N(O,v(0)), v(0)>O. (1.3.2)
Then under some additional restrictions (see White, 1984) we have
v(0) > [g’(e)]2/I(0). (1.3.3)
A sequence {T^} satisfying (1.3.2) with v(0) = [g’(0)]%0) is said to be asymptotically
efficient. If 0 is real-valued and g(0) is differentiable, it is enough to consider the case
g(0) = 0, for which (1.3.3) reduces to
v(0) > 1/1(0). (1.3.4)
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The following two differences between the equations (1.3.1) and (1.3.3) should be noted:
(i) The estimator T^ in (1.3.1) is assumed to be unbiased for 
g(e) while (1.3.2) implies consistency of (T^) but not that T^ 
is unbiased or even that its bias tends to zero.
(ii) The quantity v(e) in (1.3.3) is an asymptotic variance whereas
(1.3.1) refers to the actual variance of T .^
For a long time, it was nevertheless believed that for a CAN estimator the asymptotic 
variance v(8) satisfied inequality (1.3.4) subject only to regularity conditions on the
density f@(x). Unfortunately, this is not strictly true without any restrictions on the
estimating function or the mode of convergence to normality (Rao, 1963). This belief was 
finally exploded by the revolutionary examples due to Hodges (LeCam, 1953) to show that 
the result (1.3.4) is not true in general. Therefore, ttiere is no lower bound to the 
asymptotic variance of a CAN estimator, so there does not exist any best CAN estimator, 
without any further conditions on the estimator. LeCam (1953) proved the remarkable 
result that (1.3.1) does entail v(0) > T^Q)*
Example f 1.3.1): Let Xi,...,X^ be i.i.d. according to the normal distribution N(8,l) 
and let the estimand be 0. In this case 1(0) = 1, and equation (1.3.4) reduces to v(0) > 1. 
On the other hand, consider the sequence of estimators,
T„ = X dXl >n-i/4)
= oX dXl < n-E4 )
where X is the average of the n observations and a  is an arbitrary constant. Then 
ni/2(T^_0 ) N(0, v(0)), with v(0) = 1 when 0 1 and v(0) = when 0 = 0. If
a < 1, inequality (1.3.3) is therefore violated at 0 = 0.
Estimators violating (1.3.4) for at least some values of 0 are called superefficient. 
The possibility can be avoided by placing restrictions on the sequence of estimators 
(see Lehman, 1983 ). If 1(0) is continuous in 0, as will typically be the case, a more 
appealing assumption is perhaps that v(0) also be continuous. Then (1.3.4) clearly cannot 
be violated at any point since otherwise it would be violated in an interval around this point.
As an alternative, which under mild assumptions on fg implies continuity of v(0), Rao
(1963) and Wolfowitz (1965) require the convergence in (1.3.2) to be uniform in 0. By 
working with coverage probabilities rather than asymptotic variance, the latter author
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also removes the unpleasant assumption that the limit distribution in (1.3.2) must be 
normal. An analogous result is proved by PfanzagI (1970), who requires the estimators 
to be asymptotically median unbiased.
It is clear that an estimator which shows higher concentration than another for every 
value of 0 is better for drawing inferences on 0. But the choice is difficult without some 
more consideration, when one estimator does not have uniformly better concentration than 
another. Rao (1963) defined "first order efficiency" and proved it to be more satisfactory.
Rao's first order efficiencv: A statistic is said to be first order efficient if
n iq  (Tn-e)-K(e)Zj i »  0 (1.3.5)
where K(0) is a function of 0 only and = n-^[01ogp(x^; 0)/30] is times the 
score function; p(x^; 0) here is the density of the observations x^ and-^ means 
convergence in law. The condition (1.3.5) implies that the asymptotic correlation between 
Tn and is unity and that the limiting distribution of ni/^(T^-0) is normal for given 0. 
Rao also defined uniform first order efficiency to assure the desired property of uniform 
convergence: T^ is said to have uniform first order efficiency if
nl«l(T„-e)-Z,/[(9)l 0
in compacts of 0, where denotes uniform convergence in law and 1(6) is Fisher's 
information per observation.
Rao (1963) proved that the asymptotic variance of a consistent uniformly 
asymptotically normal estimator has Fisher's lower bound [nl(0)]'^ when the probability 
density satisfies some regularity conditions. It appears then that in the examples of 
Hodges and LeCam, superefficiency in the sense of having asymptotic variance less than 
[nl(0)]'^ has been achieved at the sacrifice of uniform convergence. Rao also showed that 
asymptotic efficiency is a valid and useful concept only if we restrict our consideration to 
estimators which are consistent and uniformly asymptotically normal in compact intervals 
of the unknown parameter.
The modem study of efficiency in estimation theory, or what would perhaps be called 
today first order asymptotic efficiency, began with the seminal paper of LeCam (1953) 
and reached a more or less final form in Hajek (1972). Some significant work after that
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was Miller’s (1983) elucidation and extension of some basic results of LeCam (1972). At 
about the same time, various groups of workers, including PfanzagI (1973), Ghosh and 
Subramanyam (1974), Efron (1975), Akahira and Takeuchi (1976), began a systematic 
study of higher order efficiency to discriminate between efficient estimates. But much 
attention would focus on the pioneering work of Rao (1961,1962,1963).
Superefficiencv: We can call an estimator superefficient if for aU parameter values the 
estimator is asymptotically normal around the true value with a variance never exceeding 
and sometimes less than the Cramer-Rao lower bound. According to Cox and Hinkley 
(1974) and LeCam (1953), there are three reasons why superefficiency is not a statistically 
important idea.
(i) LeCam has shown that the set of points of super- 
efficiency is countable.
(ii) Such estimators give no improvement when regarded 
as test statistics.
(iii) For any fixed n the reduction in mean square error 
for parameter points near to the point of superefficiency 
efficiency is balanced by an increase in mean square 
error at points a moderate distance away.
Rao (1961,1963) showed that superefficient estimators, among the consistent and 
asymptotically normal (CAN) ones, can exist only if the approach to the asymptotic normal 
distribution is not uniform on compacts of 9. Such a result was established also by 
Bahadur (1960). His definition of efficiency in the large sample case is based on the 
coverage probabilities of consistent estimators. It provides an estimate of the rate of 
approach of the coverage probabilities to one.
1.4. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION (MLE)
Since R. A. Fisher advocated the method of maximum likelihood (ML) in his 
influential papers (1922, 1925) it has become one of the most important tools for estimation 
and inference available to statisticians. As is well known, the method, or principle, of 
ML consists in adopting as an estimate of a parameter 0 the particular value of the 
parameter which maximizes the probability of the facts actually observed. In addition to 
proposing the new principle, Fisher made a number of assertions ascribing to the ML 
estimators certain properties which make the estimators very attractive.
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To give a unified treatment we shall concentrate on procedures, such as ML 
estimation, which have a strong direct link with the likelihood function. In particular 
problems, however, there may be alternative procedures that are computationally much 
simpler but which in the limit are equivalent to, say, ML. In some contexts the ML 
method received little attention until recently because the complexity of the likelihood 
equations precluded their use in practical problems. The availability and development of 
high speed computers has made feasible the solution of complex likelihood equations. 
As ML is the most widely used method of estimation, and a list of its applications would 
cover practically the whole field of statistics, it is of great interest to discuss its asymptotic 
properties.
Asymptotic properties of ML estimators have been discussed in the literature under two 
separate lines. Some authors, including Cramer (1946) and Gurland (1954), have 
considered the roots of the likelihood equation, while others, including Wald (1946) and 
Wolfowitz (1949), have discussed tlie parameter value which yields the absolute maximum 
of the likelihood function, Kulldorf (1957) defined MLE under two different cases: any 
root of the likelihood equation which effectively depends on the sample values is called an 
MLE under case 1; a parameter value which provides the absolute maximum of the 
likelihood function is called an MLE under case 2. It is clear that neither the MLE of the 
first case nor the MLE of the second case is necessarily unique.
A fundamental assumption underlying classical results on the properties of the MLE 
(e.g., Wald, 1949, LeCam, 1953) is that the stochastic law which determines the behavior 
of the phenomena investigated is known to lie within a specified parametric family of 
probability distributions. In other words, the probability model is assumed to be 
"correctly specified". In many circumstances one may not have complete confidence that 
this is so. If one does not assume that the probability model is correctly specified, it is 
natural to ask what happens to the properties of the ML estimator. White (1984) 
provided a unified fi*amework for studying the consequences and detection of model 
misspecification when ML techniques are used. He also exploited the properties of 
quasi-maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE) to yield several useful tests for model 
misspecification. For example, if the MLE and an alternative consistent QMLE are 
available, the distance between them can be used as an indicator of model 
misspecification since this distance vanishes asymptotically in the absence of 
misspecification, but generally does not vanish otherwise.
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(1.4.1) CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF MLE
We now proceed to discuss the asymptotic behaviour of ML estimators for large 
values of n. A key property of ML estimators is their consistency under mild conditions. 
The problem of consistency of the MLE has been treated in the literature by many authors, 
for example, Doob (1934), Wilks (1938), Cramer (1946), Huzurbazar (1948), and 
Wald (1949).
Authors, in their enthusiasm to prove the consistency of ML estimators, make certain 
assumptions which involve considerable loss of generality. They assume that the 
likelihood equation has a solution; fuither, they assume, tacitly or explicitly, that the 
solution is unique. Cramèr (1946) does not assume the existence of a solution but he 
proves both existence of a solution and consistency simultaneously, as n ©o. When the 
range of the distribution is independent of the parameter, he shows under general 
conditions that as n -> <» the likelihood equation has a solution which converges in 
probability to the true value of the parameter. Cramèr, however, does not discuss other 
topics, such as whether a solution is unique, whether a consistent solution is unique, the 
number of maxima, etc. Under general conditions the likelihood equation may have many 
solutions but it always has a unique consistent solution. It follows that all solutions, with 
the exception of one, will be inconsistent. Huzurbazar (1948) showed that under certain 
regularity conditions the likelihood equation has at most one consistent solution and tliat the 
likelihood function has a relative maximum for such a solution.
Since there may be several solutions for which the likelihood function has relative 
maxima, Cramer’s and Huzurbazar's results taken together still do not imply that a 
solution of the likelihood equation which makes the likelihood function an absolute 
maximum is necessarily consistent. Wald (1949) gave another proof of the strong 
consistency of the MLE which is of great interest because of its relative simplicity and 
because of the easy verifiability of the underlying assumptions. Wald's proof has some 
common features with that given by Doob (1934), in so far that both proofs make no 
differentiability assumptions and both are based on the strong law of large numbers. 
Wald’s assumptions are stronger in some respects than those made by Doob, but also the 
results obtained by Wald are stronger. Wald's results on consistency of the MLE have 
been extended for some types of dependent chance variables by Kiefer and Wolfowitz 
(1956).
Cramèr (1946) has given sufficient conditions for consistency and asymptotic 
efficiency of the roots of the likelihood equation. He proved that, under certain regularity 
conditions, the MLE of 0 is consistent and asymptotically efficient. The following
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regularity conditions were imposed by Cramer on the density function f(x; e).
Condition 1. 3logf/30, 321ogf/302, and 931ogf/303 exist for 
every 0 e 0  and for almost all x.
Condition 2. J  (9f/90)dx = J  (32f/902)dx = 0 for every 0 e 0.
-+«
Condition 3. < J  (d21ogf/302)f(x; 0)dx < 0 for every 0 e 0.
Condition 4. There exists a function H(x) such that,
1031og f/9031 < H(x) and J  H(x)f(x; 0)dx < 
for every 0 e 0.
Cramèr's (1946) and Huzurbazar's (1948) results have been extended to 
multiparametric distributions by Chanda (1954). He established the results under a set of 
conditions which form a straightforward generalization of Cramer's conditions. Berk 
(1972) has also investigated the consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE for 
multiparameter exponential models under conditions somewhat weaker than those used in 
Cramèr (1946). In this he required that the likelihood be continuously differentiable in 
the parameter. Cramer's conditions were also analysed in detail by Kulldorf (1957). 
He established the results of consistency and asymptotic efficiency of MLE under a set of 
weaker conditions than Cramer's.
The following are the conditions assumed by Kulldorf.
Condition (a). There exists.a function g(0), which is positive 
and differentiable twice for every 0 e 0, and a 
function H(x) such that for every 0 e  0  
l92/a02[g(e)3logf/90] 1 < H(x) and
J H(x)f(x; 0)dx < oo 
Condition (b). There exists a positive function h(0) such that 
(02-0 i)-  ^ J (alogf/a0)e^if(x; 02)dx < 0
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for every pair 0i, Ô2 belonging to 0 and satisfying 
the inequalities 0 < IGi-02 I < h(02)
Condition (c). There exists a function g(0), which is positive 
and differentiable for every 0e 0 , such that 
3/a0[g(0)3iogf/aa] 
is a continuous function of 0 uniformly in x.
Kuldorff proved that under conditions 1,3,  (a) and j(3f/a0)dx = 0, the MLE is 
a consistent estimator of 0 for every 0  e 0 . Also, under conditions 1-3 and (a), it is 
asymptotically efficient. He also proved that under condition (b), and with the assumption 
that 3logf/30 exists and is a continuous function of every 0 e 0  and for almost all x, the 
MLE is a consistent estimator of 0 . Again, under conditions 2, 3, (b), (c), and with 
the assumption that aiogf/0 0  and 32iogf/a02 exist for every 0  e © and for almost all x, the 
MLE is also asymptotically efficient. In this result he does not assume that the third partial 
derivative of the density function exists, and the consistency property does not even 
require the existence of the second partial derivative. Kulldorff cited an important and 
interesting example in which the likelihood equation for 0 has a unique root which is 
consistent and asymptotically efficient although not all the conditions of Cramèr are 
satisfied.
Example f 1.4.11: Consider a random variable normally distributed with mean pi 
and variance P2. The parameter space Q is the open interval _ (-«3 < Pi< «> ; 0 < P2 <
We then have
f ( x ;p i ,  P2) =  (27cp2) '^^ex p [-(x -P i)2/ 2 p2].
The likelihood equations for p% and P2 in this case, have the unique roots Pi = n-^Xxj
and p2 = n"iZ(Xi-Xn) ,^ where Xi,...,x  ^is a random sample of size n from f(x; pi, P2) 
with sample mean x„. When pi = 0 the likelihood equation for P2 has the unique root
p2 = n*^ Xxi2, This estimate of P2 is known to be consistent and asymptotically efficient. 
Checking condition 4, we find, however, that 331ogf/3p2  ^ = -l/P2^+3j?n/P2"^- This 
expression tends to infinity as p2 -> 0, and is not bounded in the open interval 
0 < p2 < 00, Hence Cramer's condition (4 ) is obviously not fulfilled. However, it is noted 
that Kulldorffs conditions (a), (b) and (c) are fully satisfied. Hence, Kulldorff presented
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two new sets o f weaker conditions under which MLE is consistent and asymptotically 
normal. Doss (1962) also established Chanda's (1954) results of consistency and 
asymptotic efficiency of MLE under the conditions of Kulldorff.
Lehmann (1983) proved that if the likelihood equation has a unique root for all n and 
Xn, or more generally if the probability of multiple roots tends to zero as n then the 
MLE is asymptotically efficient. According to Lehmann, the following method is 
available for constructing an efficient sequence of estimators from a consistent sequence of 
estimators. (The existence of such a sequence is guaranteed under some assumptions by a 
theorem of LeCam (1956).)
Let 6n be any consistent estimator of 0 and assume that the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.3 (page 415) of Lehmann (1983) hold. Then the root 8  ^of the likelihood 
equation closest to is consistent and also asymptotically efficient.
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(1.4.2) ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY OF MLE
The consistency of MLE has been established under very general conditions by Wald 
(1949) and Wolfowitz (1949). Much more stringent conditions are needed for it to be 
asymptotically efficient, that is, consistent and asymptotically normal with variance 
equal to the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Typical conditions are given by Cramer (1946), 
Gurland (1954) and Kulldorff (1957), all of which restrict the behavior of at least the 
second derivative of the likelihood function. LeCam (1953) and Bahadur (1960) discuss 
large sample estimation in a more general context but still require regularity conditions on 
the second derivative of the likelihood for the MLE to be asymptotically efficient. 
However, cases are known which are not covered by these regularity conditions.
Example (1.4.2): Consider the density function
f(x; 0) = 0.5exp(-|x-01) for -°o < x < <»,
In this the sample median is a MLE of 9. It is known to be asymptotically normal with 
variance n-i, which is the Cramer-Rao lower bound. But aiogf/ao is discontinuous and 
321ogf/a02 is zero for almost all x.
Daniels (1961) applied some weaker conditions for asymptotic efficiency which are of 
great interest because they guarantee the asymptotically normal distribution of a sequence of 
ML estimators without explicit assumptions on the existence of the second derivative of the 
likelihood function. Daniels stated two sets of sufficient conditions. From the first, 
asymptotic efficiency can be proved directly without appeal to the Wald-Wolfowitz result, 
but there is a convexity requirement which is frequently not satisfied. The second set of 
conditions dispenses with this requirement at the cost of some specialization elsewhere, 
but consistency has to be established by the Wald-Wolfowitz method. Daniels also 
considered a more general situation where a modified maximum likelihood procedure is 
shown still to yield an asymptotically efficient estimator.
It is customary in the theory of asymptotic efficiency of estimators to use the idea of 
uniform convergence (Rao, 1963; Wolfowitz, 1965). Wolfowitz proved an interesting 
result concerning the asymptotic efficiency of the MLE by using Bahadur's (1964) method. 
He showed that the MLE is asymptotically efficient not only among uniformly consistent 
asymptotically normal (UCAN) estimators but also in the wider class of all uniformly 
consistent estimators. These results of Wolfowitz were later generalized by Weiss and 
Wolfowitz (1966) to non-regular cases.
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The method of MLE has been in common use for many years. It was promoted by 
R. A. Fisher in his classical 1925 paper. He showed, under suitable regularity conditions 
on f(x; 0), that 0n is an asymptotically efficient estimator of 0. He proposed to prove 
the following:
Let {Tj,: n = 1,2,...} be a sequence of estimators of 0 such that, for -<» < x < oo, 
P{nl/2(T^-0)<xl0) ^  <&{x/cr(T^ l0)} (1.4.4)
f Xwhere 0 (x/o) = l/(27ca2)i/2 J exp(-zV2cj2)dz.
Then for all 0 in 0
a2(Tj0)>[nI(0)]-i (1.4.5)
Thus, for large n, the distribution of T^ cannot be more condensed about 0 than
the distribution of §n, and so §n is then efficient and should be used by the statistician to 
estimate 0. According to Wolfowitz (1965), Fisher's program suffers two objections. The 
first objection is that it cannot be realized even in the case of Hodges' example (discussed 
in Section 1.2), which is so important, so basic and so simple that it ought to be included 
in any theory. His second objection is that, according to Fisher, the competing estimators 
are required to be asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean, i.e. to 
satisfy (1,4.4).
Since Hodges' example became known many attempts have been made to extend the 
Fisher program. Wolfowitz (1965) maintained that all the serious attempts fall under two 
approaches. In the first, for kny competing estimators {T^} which satisfy (1.4.4) the 
set of points of superefficiency have Lebesgue measure zero. In the second one 
conditions are imposed on the competing estimators which are sufficient to eliminate the 
superefficient estimators from competition. Wolfowitz proved that, subject to some 
reasonable regularity conditions on f(x; 0), the ML estimator is asymptotically efficient 
among all estimators which satisfy the uniformity condition. The idea is that the 
estimators admitted to comparison with the ML estimator should be such that the 
convergence of their distributions is uniform in 0. Rao (1963) discussed it by assuming 
(1.4.4) and then proved that (1.4.5) holds. Bahadur (1964) also assumed that {T^} 
satisfies (1.4.4) and proved (1.4.5) with another condition. This he called "asymptotic 
median-unbiased", namely that lim inf PQ(T^< 0) = 1/2.
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Along with the idea of uniform convergence one must discuss also the idea of 
continuous convergence.
Definition: Let (f^} be a sequence of arbitrary real-valued functions which are 
defined on a subset M of a metric space R with distance function d. Let x be a 
clusterpoint of M. Then, {f }^ is called continuously convergent in x if for each 
sequence {ynl* Yn ^ M, n > 1 with d(x, y j  0, the sequence f^(y^) converges. The 
seqence {f„} is called continuously convergent on M to a function f  if f„(x) converges 
continuously to f(x) for each x g M.
When the limit of a sequence of functions is continuous, continuous convergence is 
more general than uniform convergence. Schmetterer (1966) proved that continuous 
convergence and uniform convergence to a continuous function on a compact subset of a 
metric space are equivalent. He established more complete and even simpler results under 
much weaker conditions than those made by Wolfowitz (1965). Kaufman (1966) also 
extended Wolfowitz's results to a k-dimensional parameter space under some weak 
restriction of uniformity.
Chanda's (1954) results on asymptotic efficiency of the MLE have been established 
by Doss (1962) under some weaker conditions of Kulldorff (1957). He discussed his 
results with some examples where one of the Chanda's conditions does not hold. Consider 
again example (1.4.1), where the estimators pi and ^  are CAN and jointly asymptotically 
efficient. One of Chanda's conditions for the ML estimators to possess these properties is 
that the third partial derivatives of the logarithm of the probability density function with 
respect to all the parameters are bounded. But the condition is not satisfied in this example, 
although the estimates possess all the optimum properties. Explicitly,
a^iogf/api^ -  0, 33iogf/api2ap2= i/p2  ^ , a3iogf/apiap2^=2(x-Pi)/p2^, and 
asiogf/apz^ = -l/P23+3(x-Pi)2/p2^.
All the derivatives except the first one are unbounded in the region (-<x> < Pi < 
0 < p 2 <oo), for, as p2 ->0 they tend to infinity for every fixed p%. But Doss (1962) 
proved that all his conditions are satisfied by the example and showed that pi and p2 are 
consistent, unique, asymptotically normal, and jointly asymptotically efficient.
As discussed earlier a number of authors (among them Rao,1963; Pfanzagl,1973; 
Ghosh and Subramanyam, 1974; Efron, 1975,1978; and Akahira and Takeuchi,1981) have 
investigated estimators that are second-order efficient, that is, efficient and among efficient
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estimators have the greatest accuracy to terms of the next order. They have also determined 
to what extent the MLE is second-order efficient. This may be summarized in the 
following way.
Let the MLE 0n have bias bn(9) of order 1/n, say
b„(0) = B(0)/n+O(l/n2).
The MLE can be made less biased therefore by subtracting from it an estimator of
B(0)/n. This leads to the bias-con ected estimator
(®n)/^  ( 1 *4.6)
whose bias will be of order l/n^. The basic result then states that among the estimators 
whose bias is o f order l/n^, the estimator (1.4.6) is second-order efficient.
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c m i P i n E i R  %
PROBLEMS OF MLE AND SOME ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATORS
2.1. INTRODUCTION
It is often difficult to solve explicitly the likelihood equations, even in cases where all 
the regularity conditions hold and a unique solution is known to exist. Moreover, if the 
family of distributions under consideration is not of the exponential type and multiple roots 
of the likelihood equations may exist, it may be difficult to locate the absolute maximum of 
the likelihood function. A number of papers have been written on this subject; among 
them we mention in particular those of Barnett(1966), Kale(1961, 1962) and
Northan(1956).
There are cases, even if model is of the exponential type, in which the determination 
of an MLE is not simple. For example, consider the family of location-parameter Cauchy 
distributions, or the family of scale-parameter extreme value distributions. For the Cauchy 
distribution, with f(x; 0) = 1/tc{1 +(x-0 )2 } for -oo < x < <x>, the likelihood equation is 
extremely complicated, being an equation of the (2n-l)th degree in 0, and it is difficult to 
obtain the solutions explicitly. So we should remember that the ML method is not 
universally easy to apply. Each case requires judgement and insight for choosing the 
appropriate method.
Much statistical theory and practice is concerned with the estimation of parameters 
which govern the underlying stochastic behaviour of the phenomena under investigation. 
In completely specified models, where explicit formulae are derivable for the 
probabilities of observed events, the method of maximum likelihood has come to be 
the most widely employed technique for estimation. This is mainly due to its optimal 
asymptotic properties, i.e., unbeatable efficiency as the sample size increases, at least 
in "regular" situations. However, its use depends on (i) knowledge of the stochastic 
mechanism giving rise to the observations, and (ii) the ability to compute a likelihood 
function from this knowledge. In most real applications of statistics stage (i) is 
approximated by an assumed model often chosen as much to facilitate stage (ii) as to 
reflect the true nature of the data. This will be justifiable provided the resulting 
simplicity of application does not seriously bias the conclusions. There follows a 
small but not unrealistic illustration in which the conclusion is not robust to 
misspecification of stage (i).
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Example (2.1.1V Counting data.
Suppose that the observations {Yp i = l,...,n) are counts (non-negative integers) and 
that the parameter of interest is the probability e of a zero count. Under a standard Poisson
model the probability that Y = r is Pj. = G(-log0)Vr! for r = 0,1,.... The resulting 
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is 0^= exp(-YJ where Y^= m^ZY  ^ is the sample 
mean count. If the Poisson specification is correct then 0^  is consistent for 0, and fully 
efficient with asymptotic distribution N(0,n"l021og0). However, suppose that the 
specification is incorrect, being over-simplified in that 0 is actually heterogeneous over 
individual counts. A well-worn approach to this problem is to assume that -ln0 has a 
Gamma distribution over individuals, say with scale a and shape v. Then the true 
distribution for Y is a negative binomial in which
Pj. = p^(l-p)'T(r +v)/r!r(v)
where p = l/(a4-l), so 0 = (1-p)^ now. The former MLE, computed under the 
simplified Poisson model, is now not even consitent for 0 . In fact, 
exp(-Yjj) p exp{-v(l-0i/v)/0iA'}
the value 0 only being approached as v ^  when the Poisson model is recovered.
One way of trying to avoid such disasters is to replace stage (i) by a partial model 
specification involving only those aspects of the data about which there is reliable 
knowledge. When this knowledge falls short of the formulation of probability 
distributions stage (ii) must then be replaced by something less than a full likelihood. 
With suitable knowledge specification in (i) the likelihood equations in (ii) can be replaced 
by estimating equations for 0 . In practice, of course, the knowledge specified in (i) will 
represent a compromise between caution (assuming little) and tractability (assuming 
enough to generate a useful estimating procedure). The hope is that one can avoid rigid 
insistence on a full-blown likelihood framework, but still obtain reasonable 
inference about the quantities of interest.
Misspecification of the likelihood does not always result in the kind of disaster 
exemplified above. In the widely used method of maximum quasi-likelihood estimation 
(MQLE, Wedderbum 1974, McCullagh and Nelder 1983) the estimator §n is the solution 
of likelihood equations based on a certain linear exponential family model. Even though 
this distributional assumption may be incorrect, the estimator will commonly still have
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good asymptotic behaviour. But this is due to the fact that the equations are based almost 
solely on the mean values of Y, with the variances just entering as weighting factors. 
Thus, if these are correctly specified, the other distributional properties make no 
contribution. Thus, to use MQLE, one just needs to write down the forms for the means 
and variances of the observations but nothing further. In other words, there is 
effectively only a partial specification at stage (i).
As here described, MQLE is just a variant of traditional unweighted least- squares. 
There are other competing variants, and it is not a foregone conclusion which will be 
best to use in any particular situation. The decision will rest upon various factors such as 
theoretical properties of the estimators, the amount of prior specification and assumption 
required, and the ease of application of the method. In Crowder (1987) some out-of-the 
ordinary situations are described in which MQLE fails where other methods succeed. The 
purpose of this work is to augment the discussion by comparing the variants in some 
very ordinary, standard situations for which MQLE is in regular and widespread 
use.
In this chapter we will describe some criteria to compare some methods based on the 
estimating functions investigated by Crowder (1987). Some previous development in these 
methods will also be discussed later in this chapter. In Section 2.2, we describe the class 
of estimating functions and some special forms for these methods. This section will also 
provide the formulae for the asymptotic variance matrices of these methods. Sections 
2.3-2.6 contain a literature review of these methods.
2.2. QUADRATIC ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS
The estimating functions to be considered have general form (Crowder, 1987)
Sn0 "  'y , [ ^ 1 8 i~M-ie)+bj0 {(Yj-|iie)^-gie}]. (2.2.1)
Here, the observations {Y; : i=l,...,n} are independent with means |iie = EqYj and
variances = VqYj . E@ and Vg denote expectation and variance evaluated under the 
qxl vector parameter 8. Also, a^ e and b^ g are specified, nonstochastic qxl vector
functions of 8. The estimator §n(qxl) is obtained as a solution of the q equations
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gn0 = 0. The description "quadratic" is used in the sense that g^e involves the 
observations via and Y^  ^only.
Special cases of (2.2.1) include:
ULS (unweighted least-squares) with ajg = pjg, bjg = 0;
MQL (maximum quasi-likelihood) with a-g = p;g/o;g, bjg = 0; j
GE (Gaussian estimation) with a^ g = ^ i8/Oig, b^ g = a-g/ajg;
OPT (Optimal moment-based estimation) with
i^e = {~(ï2i0+2)|lig+27ijgajg}/CTi0Yig, 
t>i0 = ^Tli0M-i0-2aig}/ajgyig.
The dash in pi© and aio denotes defferentiation with respect to 0 , so pj© is qxl with 
j-th element 3pi0/90j ; yho and 7210 denote the skewness and kurtosis of Y^  under 
0 , and Yi0 = Y2ie+2 -YH0 .
In the standard application of MQL, using the GLIM computer package, the 
structure 0 % = 4>V(pio) is assumed where (j) is a constant, known or unknown, and V(.) 
is a specified variance function. Also, Pi0 is assumed to satisfy h(pi0) = x^ Tp where 
h(.) is a specified link function, x^  is a vector of explanatory variables associated with 
the observation Yj, and p is a vector of regression coefficients. The examples in 
Chapter 3 will conform to this type.
Under fairly relaxed coditions (Crowder, 1986) the estimator 0n is consistent for the 
true parameter 0o with asymptotic distribution Nq(0o, M^V^^g(MTg)  ^) where
^nO = “ X^ i^OM-iO+2ajgbio(Jio),
V„o = Z'^io{aio!'iï+<Tioy,io(aiobiJ+bioaiî)+cT.2(yj.g+2 )biobio}. 
and a^ o denotes a^ g evaluated at 00, etc.
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We shall be concerned with the asymptotic variance matrix ®n
here. For the particular methods above there is the following algebraic simplification:
ULS : Mj^ o = ^no =
MQL: = =
GE : ^nO = “ 2^iottiiOtiiO+2o-iofyiJl,
OPT : M^o = ^no “  0 ttiioM-S+ïIo ^ Yi ioM- io“ 2cr ^ o) (Yi ioM- io)  ^•
It can be shown that among the subclass of linear estimating functions, in which
bi9 = 0, MQL has the optimal property that its asymptotic variance matrix ^
is smallest in the following sense : if an alternative linear estimating function yields
asymptotic variance W„ then W^- (X*^ roM-iol^ Io)"^  is positive serai-definite. Likewise, 
OPT has the corresponding property among fully quadratic estimating functions, but 
requires specification of yno and yzio for its use (see Crowder, 1987).
2.3. THE METHOD OF LEAST-SOUARES
In the last chapter we have concentrated on procedures quite directly based on the 
likelihood function and which are asymptotically optimal. There are, however, a number 
of reasons for considering also procedures that are not fully optimal. One is ease of 
computation. Another is widtti of validity, in the sense of having useful properties under a 
wide range of circumstances. A third aspect is that of robustness, especially in the 
presence of contamination by extreme observations. In such problems it is often necessary 
to use some other methods of estimation. In seeking alternatives to the ML system of 
equations it may be possible to replace them in such a way that the resulting system is 
more easily solved and there is no great loss of efficiency. We now discuss some of the 
important methods such as least-squares, maximum quasi-likelihood, Gaussian 
estimation and optimal moment-based estimation and will compare their asymptotic 
properties relative to MLE in the following chapters.
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The method of least-squares (LS) is the automobile of modem statistical analysis; 
despite its limitations, occasional accidents, and incidental pollution, it and its numerous 
variations, extensions, and related conveyances carry the bulk of statistical analyses, and 
are known and valued by nearly all. The theory of least-squares plays a central role in 
inference in linear and nonlinear regression models. The foundations of the theory were 
laid by Gauss(1809) and more recently by Markoff (1900). Certain improvements have 
been made by recent writers (Aitken,1935; Bose, 1950-51; Neyman and David, 1938; 
Parzen, 1961; and Rao,1945,1946,1962).
The principle of least-squares, while conceptually quite distinct from the ML 
method and possessed of its own optimum properties, coincides with the ML method in 
the case of normally distributed observations. In an important class of situations it has 
some optimum properties, in that it provides unbiased estimators with minimum variance 
in the class of linear models. Plackett (1949) showed that the minimum variance unbiased 
linear estimators of any set of linear functions of the parameters 6i are given by the LS 
method. When Laplace and Gauss studied and advocated the method of least-squares they 
justified restricting their attention to linear combinations of the observations by remarking 
that any other type of combination would be too laborious. Laplace concludes with the 
summary argument that the method of least-squares not only is a useful rule of thumb but 
gives the most precise possible estimates when there are many observations.
Nonlinear regression models are also an important tool in the analysis of 
economic phenomena. Twenty years have passed since Jennrich (1969) and Malinvaud 
(1970) noted that little effort had been spent in exploring the conditions under which 
nonlinear regressions perform well. Both authors established conditions for consistency 
and asymptoic normality of nonlinear least-squares estimators with models of fixed 
regressors and i.i.d. errors. Since that time, the nonlinear regression model has received a 
great deal of attention, usually under the assumption of a known true model.
The distribution-free aspect of least-squares is also a major attraction since in applied 
work one can only hope to approximate to the true data distribution. On the other hand, 
inference is usually limited to statements involving only the mean and variance of Y, 
though these are presumably the aspects of main interest. Asymptotic results are also 
important because more information can be obtained from a large sample for less cost in 
terms of distributional assumptions. Such considerations must be weighed when choosing 
between a distribution free method and one based on likelihood for a particular set of data.
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In practice the data usually exist as the outcome of a stochastic process 
outside the control of the investigator. For this reason both the dependent and explanatory 
variables may be stochastic and equation disturbances may exhibit non- normality or 
heteroskedasticity and serial correlation of unknown form, so that the classical 
assumptions are violated. The usefulness of LSE's is justified primarily on the basis of 
their properties in large samples, because these properties can be fairly easily established 
using the powerful tools provided by laws of large numbers and central limit theory.
(2.3.1). CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF LSE
Conditions for consistency and asymptotic normality of the linear and nonlinear 
LS estimators have been established by so many authors. Dry gas (1976) and Kaffes and 
Rao (1982) considered asymptotic properties of LS estimators in the linear model 
framework.
Let us consider a linear model in which the random variables Y^.-.-.Y^ have the
form
p
Gi (2.3.1)
j=i
say, where Pi,...,Pp are unknown parameters, the Xÿ's are known constants and 
ei,...,8n are random errors of zero mean. Let and p stand for column vectors of the 
variables Y^  and parameters pj, then equation (2.3.1) can be written in matrix notation as 
E(ZJ=X^P, where Xj^  is the matrix of x-coefficients. Then p„ = (X'^X^)-^X'^Z^, the 
LS estimator of p, is the best linear unbiased estimator if the Y/s are 
square-integrable and pairwise uncorrelated.
It is natural to examine whether p„ has the desirable property of weak consistency. 
For weak consistency to hold one must impose conditions on the constants Xjj and on the 
probability laws of the Y/s. Weak consistency in this framework has been studied by 
Drygas (1976) and Kaffes and Rao (1982). Drygas gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for weak consistency of LS estimators when the Yj's are square integrable. 
Kaffes and Rao did not assume that the Yj's are square integrable and they study weak 
consistency of LS estimators under the minimal assumptions that the Yj’s are integrable 
and E(ei) = 0 for all i.
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Drygas proved that if {ej: i>l} be a sequence of pairwise uncorrelated random 
variables with
0 < infj>iVar(8i) < supj>^Var(8i) < «x» (2.3.2)
and if rank(Xn) = p for some n>l, then {pn- n> l} is a sequence of weakly consistent 
estimators for p if and only if
limn ->ooKnmQ '^n'^n) = ^
where Imin denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the indicated matrix. Kaffes and Rao 
established that if {8i: i>l ) be a sequence of pairwise independent real random variables 
uniformly dominated in probability by an integrable random variable e, and if
lim supn _^o.n[Xmin(X'nX„)]-i < oo, (2.3.3)
then {Pn.* n > l} is a sequence of weakly consistent estimators for p. The condition (2.3.3) 
used by Kaffes and Rao is stronger than the condition (2.3.2) used by Drygas. However, 
they did not assume that efs are square integrable.
Now assume that the error variables satisfy E(8j2)<oo for every i > 1, and let 
be the dispersion matrix of 8i, 62 ,..., 6n and rank(XJ = p for some n > p. Drygas 
showed that if supn>i{Xniax(Qn)} and lim^_^^A^(X'^X^) = oo, then {pn: n>l) is 
a sequence of weakly consistent estimators of p. Kaffes and Rao proved the result in this 
context by assuming that (ej: i> l} is a sequence of equi-correlated error random variables 
and that rank(X^) = p for some n > p. Then they showed that if 
lim^_^_n[lmrn(X'nXJ]-i = 0, or equivalently, if n(X^XJ i ^  0, then (Pn: n>l} is a 
sequence of weakly consistent estimators of p. This type of problem has been also 
considered by Eicker (1963) who showed that if the sequence Xmax(Qn) Is bounded then 
rpn-^ I'P (leR^) if %min(X'nX^)-^oo. Eicker proved that this condition is also 
necessary if 8i is normally distributed and Xmin(Qn) has a positive lower bound. Eicker 
conjectured that this would hold without the normality assumption, and this was then 
proved by Drygas (1976).
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Drygas (1976) and Kaffes and Rao (1982) also examined the rates of convergence 
of the probabilities P{ |^ -p l > e) to zero. They assumed the second moments of the 
Si's to be finite and also, by assuming only the finiteness of the first moments of ej's, 
concluded that if the efs are normally distributed one could give more precise rates of 
convergence.
Much of the work was done by first assuming the consistency of the nonlinear least 
squares estimator and then proving the asymptotic normality. The relatively harder 
question of consistency was first rigorously proved by Jennrich (1969) and Malinvaud 
(1970) and more recently by Wu (1981). Jennrich considered the following model:
yj = f(xj, 0o)+ei, (2.3.4)
where xj is the ith fixed input vector, 0q is the unknown pxl vector parameter from a 
compact parameter space 0  c  R^, f(xj, 0) are functions continuous in 0 and ei are 
independent, identically distributed errors with mean 0 and variance > 0. Let the 
vector §n in 0  which minimizes
S„(e)= Z{y;-f(Xi,e))2 (2.3.5)
be a least squares estimate of 0o- Then the strong consistency of On was proved by 
Jennrich under the following assumption:
n’^Djj( 0, 0') converges uniformly to a continuous
function D( 0, 0'), and D( 0, 0q) = 0 if and only if 0 = 0o (2.3.6)
where
D n(e .e ')=  <2.3.7)
Under slightly stronger assumptions the asymptotic normality of 0n was proved in the 
same paper. Jennrich’s method of proof was latter extended to more complicated models 
by other authors (Hannan, 1971; Philips, 1976; Robinson, 1972) who all assumed
(2.3.6). For the linear regression model, f(xj,0) = xY0, (2.3.6) is equivalent to the 
convergence of n '^X ’j^ X^ ) to some positive definite matrix. From the recent work on the 
strong consistency of linear LS estimators of Drygas (1976) and Eicker (1963), it is
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known that the weaker condition
(X '^X J-i-^0 (2.3.8)
is necessary and sufficient for the strong and weak consistency of the linear LSE under 
(2.3.4).
According to Wu (1981), for the nonlinear model (2.3.4) the analogue of (2.3.8) is
Dn(e, 0 ‘) oo as n -> oo for all 0 0 '; (2.3.9)
this is an attempt to relax condition (2.3.6). Wu proved that (2.3.9) is necessary for the 
existence of any weakly consistent estimator of 0 e 6  under conditions much weaker than
(2.3.6). He also proved that (2.3.9) is necessary and sufficient for the strong consistency 
of the LS estimator 0n when 0  is a finite set. He explained his results with several 
examples in which Jennrich’s conditions are not applicable. The asymptotic normality of 
0n was proved by Jennrich under assumptions on the first and second order derivatives of 
f(xj, 0) which are similar to condition (2.3.6). Under much weaker growth rate conditions 
than assumption (c) of Jennrich (page 639) Wu derived the asymptotic normality of LS 
estimators of 0q under model (2.3.4).
Example f2.3.H: Consider the power curve model 
yj = (i+0 )^e i i = 1 ,2 ,... 
where d is a known constant and the parameter space is a compact subset of R. Then
D^(0, 0o) -  {(i+0)L(i+0o)d}2 —> oo as n oo
for all 0  9^  00 iff d > 1/2. Therefore for d < 1/2 no weakly consistent estimator exists 
according to Wu's results. For d > 1/2, Wu's conditions are satisfied and therefore the 
LS estimator §n is strongly consistent and asymptotically normal. Note that, except for 
the linear case d = 1, Jennrich’s condition (2.3.6) is not applicable here.
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White and Domowitz (1981) also presented useful knowledge by providing general 
conditions which ensure the CAN of the nonlinear LS estimator for most kinds of 
situations. Their results provided a particularly rich foundation for further research.
Since much of what is known about estimation and inference relies on the assumption 
that the model is correct rather than merely an approximation, it is also important to know 
what happens to the properties of commonly used estimators and test statistics when the 
model is wrong. Domowitz and White (1982) provided some conditions which ensure 
consistency and asymptotic normality of the LS estimator in misspecified models. In 
particular they examined the consequences of misspecifying nonlinear regression models 
and found that, under some conditions, the nonlinear LS estimator is CAN for the 
parameter vector of an approximation to the true response and has optimal prediction 
properties.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the question of strong 
consistency of the LS estimator §n in stochastic regression models, both in the statistical 
and in the engineering literature (Anderson and Taylor, 1979; Lai and Robbins, 1981; Lai 
and Wei, 1982; Wei, 1985). Anderson and Taylor (1979) established the strong 
consistency of 6n by assuming that Àmm(XnXJ ^  oo almost surely (a.s.) under the 
condition Xmax(X'nX^) = 0{Xjnin(X'j^Xn)) almost surely. Lai and Wei (1982) also 
proved the strong consistency of §„ in stochastic regression models under the slightly 
weaker assumption that tends to infinity faster than log^maxC^nX^). Lai and
Robbins (1981) and Wei (1985) proved asymptotic normality of LS estimators in 
stochastic regression models under some weak assumptions on the stochastic regressors 
and errors.
(2.3.2) ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY OF LSE
The asymptotic efficiency of the LS method ranges from 1 for normally distributed 
errors to 0 for various kinds of unfavourable distributions such as the Cauchy. It is 
therefore unthinkable that the method should be applied regardless. Results for linear LSE 
are given by Eicker (1963) and by Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957). Relaxing the 
assumption that the errors are identically distributed, Eicker gives conditions on the 
functions fj for asymptotic normality of the estimators. Assuming that the errors are 
weakly stationary, Grenander and Rosenblatt give conditions for asymptotic efficiency; by 
this they mean that the LS estimators have the same limiting variance as the 
Gauss-Markov estimators.
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Under the assumption of normally distributed errors, LS estimators become MLE. 
In this context Hartley and Booker (1965) have studied the asymptotic efficiency of an 
estimator 8 obtained by applying a finite number of steps of the Gauss-Newton nonlinear 
estimation procedure to a consistent starting estimate 9* They showed that if an 
asymptotically efficient ML estimator exists then 8 is also asymptotically efficient. A 
result obtained by Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957, page 244) in the theory of linear 
regression has some resemblance to the theorems of Eicker: They assumed that the errors 
form a weakly stationary random sequence with piecewise continuous spectral density, 
and that the regression vectors admit a joint spectral representation. Under these 
assumptions Grenander and Rosenblatt gave some necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that the LSE be asymptotically efficient
2.4. MAXIMUM OUASI-LDŒLIHOOD
It is well known that if the likelihood function has the exponential family form, ML 
estimates of regression parameters can often be found using the method of weighted 
least squares (Nelder and Wedderbum, 1972; Bradley, 1973; Wedderburn,1974; 
McCullagh, 1983). Bradley (1973) showed that the WLS estimators for the coefficients of 
a multiple regression model are the same as the ML estimators when the independent 
observations are from a member of the regular exponential class of distributions. 
McCullagh (1983) used the term "weighted least squares" for a method in which the 
computations involve nonlinear response functions and the weights vary from one iteration 
to the next. In particular, when the variance is assumed constant the quantity to be 
minimized is a sum of squared residuals, and the asymptotic results of Jennrich (1969) and 
Wu (1981) apply. McCullagh described a wider class of problems for which the method of 
WLS may be used to maximize the likelihood function. He also proposed that the method 
of WLS may be used under first and second moment assumptions only, thereby avoiding 
complete specification of tlie underlying distribution. In fact the method of WLS can be 
used to find ML estimates even in some cases where the likelihood function does not have 
the exponential family form (Jorgensen, 1983).
In practical data analysis one often wishes to fit a model which specifies the form of 
the means and variances of the observations but nothing more about their distribution. A 
quasi-likelihood method has been proposed by Wedderbum (1974) for the estimation of 
parameters in regression models when there is some assumed relationship between the 
mean and variance of each observation but not necessarily a fully specified likelihood. 
Wedderbum's introduction of quasi-likelihood greatly widened the scope of generalized
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linear models (GLM's) by allowing the full distributional assumption about the random 
component in the model to be replaced by a much weaker assumption in which only the 
first and second moments were defined. Wedderbum developed this idea in a way very 
similar to that in which Gauss replaced the assumption of normality in classical linear 
models by that of equal variance. The quasi-likelihood method has been treated in the 
literature by many authors (for example. White, 1982; Cox, 1983; McCullagh, 1983; 
Firth, 1987; Nelder and Pregibon,1987).
To define a likelihood we have to specify the form of distribution of the observations, 
but to define a QL function we need only specify a relation between the mean and variance 
of the observations. The QL can then be used for estimation. If the form of distribution 
of the observations were specified, the method of ML would give estimates of the 
parameters in the model. We can use the QL function in the same way as a proper 
likelihood function. Wedderbum (1974) assumed a relationship between the variance and 
mean of the observations, possibly with an unknown constant of proportionality. With 
constant variance this leads to LSE and with the other mean-variance relationships, the 
QL sometimes turns out to be a recognizable likelihood function. For instance, for a 
constant coefficient of variation the QL function is the same as the likelihood function for 
a Gamma distribution.
Wedderbum (1974) defined the quasi log-Iikelihood, Q, for an observation y with 
mean p. and variance v(|i), by the relation
9Q(y; ti)/9|i = (y-ii)/v(p) (2.4.1)
or equivalently by
fUQ(y;ii) = v(p)-ij(y-p)dn (2.4.2)Jv
Then he discussed maximum quasi-likelihood (MQL) estimators and showed that their 
precision may be estimated from the expected second derivatives of Q in the same way 
as the precision of ML estimates may be estimated from the expected second derivatives of 
the log-likelihood. He also considered the case where the mean-variance relation is not 
known completely, but the variance is known to be proportional to a given function of the 
mean, i.e. Var(y) = (j)v(p.), where v is a known function but <}) is an unknown 
dispersion parameter. The MQL estimate of the parameter p is not affected by the value 
of (j), so that we can calculate p as if ^ were known to be 1. However, to obtain 
error estimates we need some estimate of (j).
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Now we proceed to outline the properties of QL estimators. The statistical properties 
of QL functions are very similar to tliose of ordinary likelihoods except that the nuisance 
parameter, <}), when it is unknown, is estimated separately from p. It is also important to 
emphasize that the properties of QL estimators are not general properties for all weighted 
least squares estimates. For example, WLS can be used for parameter estimation when 
cov(yi,...,yn) = V(<j), p), where p is a vector of autoregressive coefficients, whereas QL 
is defined only when the covariance matrix has the simpler multiplicative form (|)V(p) 
(McCullagh, 1983). According to McCullagh, the principal results fall conveniently into 
three classes: those concerning the score function, those concerning the estimator p and 
those concerning the distribution of the QL ratio statistic. It is well known that MQLE's 
are the same as MLE's based on the natural exponential family with variance function 
v(p); for example with v(p) = 1, MQLE is equivalent to MLE based on the normal 
distribution. MQLE with v(p) = p and v(p) = p2 are respectively equivalent to MLE 
based on the Poisson distribution and on the gamma distribution.
Nelder and Pregibon (1987) introduced an extended quasi-likelihood function (EQL) 
which allows for the comparison of variance functions as well as those of linear predictors 
and Mnk functions in GLM's. They defined a function Q+ for a single observation y with 
mean p and variance (j>v(p) by
Q+(y; ii) = -0.51og{2#v(y)} -D(y; p)/2(|> (2.4.3)
where D(y; p) is the deviance function which measures the discrepancy between the 
observation and its expected value and is obtained from
j-PD(y; p) = 2Q(y; y)-2Q(y; p) = -2 I v(p)"Hy-p)dp.J y
Wedderbiun's (1974) original quasi-likelihood model required specification of the 
variance function up to a multiplicative constant. Using EQL, this requirement can be 
relaxed. In QL Wedderbum assumed that the dispersion parameter * is constant for 
all observations whereas in EQL may be a function of known covariates. Nelder and 
Pregibon have presented some examples to illustrate the flexibility of the EQL model in 
statistical analysis and concluded that the use of EQL allows the comparison of GLM's 
in which the random component is specified only in respect of its first two moments, and 
in which the link function, variance function, and dispersion parameter may be 
parameterized.
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Some procedures are best understood in terms of quasi-likelihoods. For example, in 
probit analysis, when the variance of the observations is found to be greater than that 
predicted by the binomial distribution, it is common to accept the ML estimates regardless, 
and then to estimate the degree of heterogeneity in addition. If the observed variation is still 
proportional to the binomial variance then the procedure can be justified in terms of 
quasi-likelihoods. A very common practical complication is the presence of 
overdispersion, or more rarely underdispersion, leading to a problem of the 
variance-mean relation. Cox (1983) discussed this problem and pointed out that 
overdispersion in general has two effects. One is that summary statistics have a larger 
variance than anticipated under the simple model. The second effect is a possible loss of 
efficiency in using statistics appropriate for the single parameter family. Cox showed that 
the QL method is likely to have high efficiency for modest amounts of overdispersion. 
He also found that the simple MLE retains full asymptotic efficiency when there is 
overdispersion on the borderline of detectibility.
If the underlying distribution comes from a natural exponential family the QL 
estimators maximize the likelihood and so have full asymptotic efficiency. There is some 
loss of efficiency under more general distributions which has been investigated by Firth 
(1987). He discussed three types of model in detail: models with constant variance, v(]i) 
= 1, models with constant coefficient of variation, v(ji) = and models with 
overdispersion relative to some exponential family. He calculated the asymptotic efficiency 
of QLE under some particular distributions and then considered the possibility of 
refinement of the QL approach to incorporate additional information about the underlying 
distribution. He also suggested that QLE retains fairly high efficiency under moderate 
departure from the corresponding natural exponential family.
White (1982), proposed some results on MQLE with model misspecification. He 
showed that in this case the asymptotic covariance matrix of the MQLE no longer equals the 
inverse of Fisher's information matrix.
2.5. GAUSSIAN ESTIMATION
Whittle (1961) introduced Gaussian estimators (GE) of parameters, by which he 
meant the parameter values which maximise a Gaussian likelihood, i.e. a likelihood 
calculated on the basis of normally distributed observations. Such estimators have 
sometimes been termed maximum likelihood estimators, even when the observations are 
not assumed to be normal. Whittle established some conditions for the consistency and
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efficiency of Gaussian estimators in time series analysis. Suppose that one has a vector of 
observations X, for which, E(X) = A and E(X-A)(X-A)' = V. The Gaussian log- 
likelihood function is then, apart from an additive constant involving log(27i:),
L(0, x) -  -0.5[log IV |-f(X-A)‘V-i(X-A)], (2.5.1)
where IVI denotes the determinant of V. We have assumed V to be non-singular, with 
no real loss of generality. The estimate 8 obtained by minimising expression (2.5.1) is the 
Gaussian estimate; it will be the ML estimate if and in general only if the observations are 
themselves Gaussian.
Bergstrom (1983) and Crowder (1985) discussed some properties of GE by 
considering discrete models and correlated binomial data respectively. Bergstrom 
described the computation of various asymptotically efficient estimators obtained by the 
maximization of the Gaussian likelihood for various discrete models. Crowder made 
some comparisons of GE with other moment methods for correlated binomial data. He 
suggested that GE is a useful method in this context.
2.6. OPTIMAL MOMENT-BASED ESTIMATION
Under the mean and variance assumptions described above, the quasi-likelihood 
method may be shown to yield estimators which maximize asymptotic efficiency among all 
unbiased estimating equations that are linear in the observations yi,...,yn* Thus any 
refinement designed to incorporate additional information, such as the behaviour of the 
third moment, must be nonlinear. Quadratic estimating equations require, for 
consistency, that the assumed variance function is correct. It is also noted that according 
to Crowder (1987), MQLE, which is at the core of GLIM, in some cases can fail to give 
reasonable results. Crowder investigated a more general class of estimating functions 
which avoid such failure and are also not restricted to the particular forms of mean and 
variance functions of GLIM.
Let us suppose that the observations yj(i = l,...,n) are independent with means 
Eg(yj) -  Pi and variances varg(yi) = depending on a vector parameter 8. Suppose 
also that 8 is to be estimated without necessarily assuming any particular form of 
probability distribution for the yj, but only based on specifications for pi and To be 
more precise, the regression parameters appearing in the mean function will be denoted by 
p, thus Eg(yi) = Pi(p), and 8 may contain elements in addition to p. The GLIM system
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has three main components: (i) a known link function h relating pi to parameters p 
and explanatory variables x^  via x^ Tp = h(pi), (ii) a known variance function V such that
= 4>V(pi), and (iii) maximum quasi-likelihood estimation. Crowder (1987) discussed 
some examples which conformed to (i) and (ii) but for which (iii) performs 
unnecessarily badly . Crowder mentioned two possible reasons for breakdown of the 
method: first, it concentrates solely on pj for information about p ignoring that available 
in CTi^ ; secondly, misspecification of V(p) may lead to very inefficient estimation.
Crowder discussed these problems and gave the following two examples. True 
parameters in these examples will be indicated by a subscript 0, as in Gq, and Eg and varg 
will denote mean and variance under Gq.
Example (2.6.1)
Let Pi -  p/i and = pfi with p > 0. Then, assuming the variance function to be 
correctly specified as V(p) = p-i, the maximum quasi-likelihood estimating function 
becomes
gnp = P^i‘^ (yrP/i). 
and so p„ = Zi'^y/Zi-^ and varg(pn)=l/pSi-3,
Then varg(Pn) does not tend to 0 as n -> ©o, and therefore pn is inconsistent.
Example 12.6.2')
Suppose that we have pi = pi with p > 0 and that the variance function is misspecified 
as V(p) = p2. The MQL estimating function is then
gnp= Zi-Kyrpi),
so Pn = n-^Zy/i and varg(pn) = n-^Sajo/i^,
where ojg is the true variance. Take the following two cases:
varg(Pn) = 0(1) if o;g oc i3
= 0(logn/n^) if u;g -x i
Then Crowder showed that in the first case pn is inconsistent, and in the second case it is 
consistent but has asymptotic relative efficiency zero, relative to the estimator with correct 
variance specification.
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The point of the first example is that MQLE fails to use the information on p in the 
second moment of yj. One might try to rescue the situation by applying the method to y^  ^
rather than yj, but then, in order to adopt a variance function for yp, one needs to 
specify the skewness and kurtosis of y^  as known functions of pi. The point of the 
second example is that if tiie variance specification is not precisely correct the consequences 
can be asymptotically disastrous. This suggests estimating the variance function, say 
within a class V(p) = pv, rather than imposing a fixed specification at the outset 
Evidently, to apply Crowder's optimal function one needs to be able to specify skewness
and kurtosis as well as pie and Oio. This is sometimes possible, for instance the moment 
generating function of y^  may be accessible, as derived from some stochastic model, but 
not easily inverted to give a likelihood for y^ .
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c i m A i P T i E m  3
ASYMPTOTIC EFFTCÏRNCY FOR THE INDEPENDENTLY 
TDRNTICALLY DISTRIBUTED CASE
3,1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to establish some results for the previously discussed 
methods in the case where the observations are independent and identically distributed (iid). 
The asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators have been studied by many 
people under a variety of conditions. Usually it is assumed that the observations, on 
which the MLE's are based, are iid [see, for example, Chanda (1954), Cramer (1946), 
Daniels (1961), Doob (1934), Doss(1962, 1963), Huber (1967), Kulldorff (1957), LeCam 
(1953, 1966), Ward (1949), and Wolfowitz (1949)]. This chapter consists of two main 
parts: the first provides some comparisons for exponential family models while the second 
is devoted to similar comparisons for non-exponential family models.
To compare asymptotic efficiencies usefully it is essential to apply these methods in 
some common data analysis situations. Further, the effects of parameter values on the 
behaviour of the asymptotic variances in each method are studied. The results confirm the 
accuracy and high efficiency of MQL and OPT methods. Since MLE is a well known 
and well established method, due to its accuracy and strong asymptotic properties, it is 
used as a basis for comparison of all other methods discussed here. A criterion for 
this comparison is developed in Section 3.2 and then used to compare the asymptotic 
efficiencies of these methods. In Section 3.3 we present the comparison of methods with 
some exponential family models. It is noted tit at, with exponential family models, LSE is 
asymptotically equivalent to MLE and so has full efficiency.
A similar type of comparison is developed in Section 3.4 with models from non­
exponential families. The Weibull distribution discussed in this section is used to model a 
wide variety of empirical data, both in industrial applications and in the life sciences. 
Although a common industrial application of the Weibull model is in fatigue testing, 
various other applications include modelling reliability studies, life expectancy of drugs, 
fibre strength of cotton, and corrosion resistance of metals [see Berrettoni (1964) and 
Weibull (1951)]. It has also been found useful in modelling data from clinical trials. 
Weibull in his paper explained the use of the distribution in modeling statures for adult 
males born in the British Isles, breadth of beans, and length of Cyroideae. Williams 
(1977) and Prentice and Shiltington (1973) have described the use of the Weibull 
distribution as a model for clinical U'ial data on cancer patients. Engeman and Keefe (1982)
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investigated a simple estimation procedure of generalized least squares. They compared 
this estimation technique with others and found it to be the best for the shape parameter 
and a close competitor to MLE for the scale parameter. They also investigated a simple 
estimation procedure based on the generalized least-squares method.
The use of correlated binomial models seems to be on the increase at present, judging 
by the literature in applied statistics and, more generally, in the natural sciences; a review 
is given by Haseman and Kupper (1979). Discrete data which come in the form of counts 
or proportions often display greater variability than would be predicted by simply fitting 
binomial or Poisson models. In such cases this overdispersion is referred to as, 
respectively, extra-binomial or extra-Poisson variation. One approach to such data is to 
generalize the binomial or Poisson distribution to allow for the extra variation. Examples 
include the beta-binomial (Williams, 1975; Crowder, 1978) for overdispersed counts, and 
the negative binomial (Margolin and Zeiger, 1981).
Even when all available explanatory variables have been fitted in a binomial logit model 
the residual variation may be greater than can be attributed to pure binomial sampling. In 
this event we can either seek additional explanatory variables or postulate a source of 
extra-binomial random variation. Often the second choice is realistic. A special case of this 
model for extra-binomial variation, which has been described by Williams (1975) 
and Crowder (1978) among others, assumes additionally that pj has a beta distribution, 
where pj is probability of success for case i. Crowder analysed a 2x2 factorial 
experiment comparing two types of seed and two root extracts. He took the response 
variable yjj as the number of germinating seeds of type i planted in medium j out of a 
total of n^ j planted. There are five or six replicates in each of four treatment groups, and 
each replicate comprises a number of seeds varying between 4 and 81. Subsequently, 
Williams (1982) introduced a quasi-likelihood model for the analysis of such data that 
includes the beta-binomial as a special case. Brooks (1984) suggested an alternative 
estimate, based on maximizing the beta-binomial profile likelihood function, evaluated at 
the maximum quasi-likelihood estimates rather than at the maximum likelihood estimates, 
assuming the beta-binomial distribution.
The negative binomial distribution (NBD) model of consumer purchasing has in the 
past proved to be of considerable practical application in marketing, particularly in the 
analysis of repeat purchasing behaviour. However, in some instances, particularly when 
heavily purchased products are involved, the NBD model fails to describe the detailed 
purchasing behaviour in one period. An alternative formulation using the number of 
purchasing weeks, instead of purchases, has been proposed by Chatfield and 
Goodhardt (1970). The resulting beta-binomial distribution (BBD) model does not suffer
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from the above difficulty of the NBD model. They also examined the fit of the BBD to 
data for a single period, for a number of brands and products and for time periods of 
differing lengths, and found it to be generally good. Consider the NBD model for the 
number of weeks in which a particular consumer makes at least one purchase. Suppose 
that p. is the average of the consumer's purchases per week, then p = l-exp(-p) is the 
probability of at least one purchase in any one week. Thus the number of weeks in which 
he makes at least one purchase is binomially distributed with parameters (n, p), where n 
is the total number of weeks under consideration. However, p may vary from consumer 
to consumer and so we need to look for some form of compound binomial distribution to 
accommodate this variation. Consider the following assumptions:
(a) For a given consumer p is constant and independent of previous purchases.
(b) p varies from consumer to consumer and has a beta distribution with parameters y
and 5.
Under (a) and (b) the distribution of the number of purchasing weeks is described by a 
beta-binomial distribution and the proportion of the population who purchased on exactly x 
out of n weeks is given by
P(x) = ( ” ) b (y+x, n+5-x)/B(y, 5), x = 0,1, ... 
and the model will be called the BBD model.
Skellam (1948) gives a formal proof that the NBD is a limiting case of the BBD by 
letting n -> oo and 6 -> in a certain way. Chatfield (1970) discussed the conditions 
under which the two distributions are similar to one another. A comparison of the methods 
is made in this section with the beta-binomial model.
It is concluded in Section (3.4) that ULS estimators are equivalent to MQLE's in this 
family of models. It is also noted that the estimators are sometimes unobtainable because 
of a singularity problem in the ULS and MQL methods when all the parameters are 
unknown. This problem removes these methods from comparison and so the efficiency of 
the GE and OPT methods are then compared in such cases.
3.2. COMPARISONS OF ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCIES
In this section the asymptotic variance matrices of the various methods described in 
Chapter 2 (ULS, MQL, GE and OPT) are compared for some common statistical models. 
These models are simple enough for the log-likelihood function L^g to be written down
easily and the Fisher information B^g = Eg(-lJ^g) to be calculated explicitly. The
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asymptotic variance matrix for MLE, B“q, then provides the standard for comparison of 
the other methods. The efficiency of the estimator of the j-th parameter is defined here 
as the ratio Rj = {Bj^ g}jj/lM^gVnoCMj^g)^}of (j,j) elements of the indicated variance 
matrices. An overall ratio is that of the so-called generalized variances
Ro = detœ^oVdetlîvÇ^V^oCNÇo'f >
These ratios arc then plotted against a range of parameter values for assessment.
3.3. EXPONENTIAL FAMÏÏ.Y MODELS
3.3.1 WEIBULL LOG LINEAR MODEL WITH KNOWN rt
The observations Yj are continuous, positive, independent Weibull variâtes with 
survivor functions
Fj(t) = p(Yi > t )  = exp(-Xit^) on (0, o®).
The parameter t\ is assumed to be homogeneous over individuals and obeys the 
loglinear form logXj = x^ Tp where Xj is a vector of explanatory variables for Yj. Thus
Yj has mean i^jp = Cj.qXj-Vn , variance Oj  ^= C2i^ Xi-2/il , skewness vnp =
and kurtosis yzip = ^ax\ / ^  
where
Cm = Ti, C2n = P2-ri2, C3^  = rs-3
Cm = r4+12ri2r2-4rir3 -3r22-6ri4 , 
and Tj = r(l+j/n) for j = 1,2,3,4 .
The asymptotic variance matrices for the methods ULS, MQL, GE and OPT are calculated 
by substituting these results into the formulae for M„g and V^g given in Section 2.2. The
derivatives required are p'jp = -pipXj/ri and Ojp = -ojpXj/q . The GLIM variance
specification a 2 = (j)V(jj.) is met with V(|i) = p2 and <j) = C2T|/cm , and the score
function is L%p = Z(lj-i-Yjl)lj whence B„g = E[ZX|YjnxjXjT] =ZxjXjT.
In this section we shall assume q to be known, e.g. , q = 1 yields the exponential 
distribution. The case of unknown q will be considered in Section 3.4.1. In the iid case 
Xj = (1) for all i and so the log linear form is logXj = p% and the parameter q is assumed to
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be homogeneous over individuals but not necessarily equal to 1. The required 
derivatives of the mean and variance are plp= and <Jip = -<rip/q. The score
function is L„p = Z(Xi-i-yjq)li and then = n L To simplify the results for the 
other methods, we need the values
M-ioHw = {cmexp(-2pi/q)}/n2 a'ioo^= {C2qexp(-2pi/q)}/n2
* T^* r 1/2and P-ioOio= {cmC2Tiexp(-2 Pi/q)}/q2 .
Note that in iid case, there is only one parameter, i.e. Pi, to estimate, therefore (lio and
Gjo here are (1x1) matrices. The asymptotic variances become, from the formulae in 
Section 2.2,
AV (Puls) = AV (PMql) = C2Tjq2/nCm .
A V (Pg e) =  C2T^ q2k2/n I  (3.3.1)
A V (^pr) = q2k^-i/n J
where k, = (ci^C2,,+2 ci„C3„+C4„+2 (^^)/(c,?|+2 c2„)^
and k ; = (Ci |^C4„+2Ci^C2?|-4Ci„C2„C3„+4c2?,)/(c2,,C4„+2ci8 _ ^ 2  ^
From (3.3.1) the efficiencies of all the methods are independent of Pi but not of q. 
Fig.3.1 shows representative plots of Rj vs Pi with some different values of q. Although 
in this particular case the curves reduce to horizontal straight lines, the plots are presented 
in this way to conform with the standard format used in this thesis. Since q is known, the 
Weibull distribution belongs to the exponential family. Full efficiency is obtained for ULS, 
MQL and OPT at q = 1 (the exponential model) as shown in Fig. 3.1. For values of q 
other than 1, the methods MQL and OPT provide less efficiency as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
The reason for this is that we have used y^  instead of y^Ti in the estimating functions. 
From these plots the following conclusions may be drawn
(a) Effect of n on efficiency
The plots in Fig.3.1 show the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of each method 
against p% when we fix q at 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0 respectively. GE provides bad 
results when q < 1.0 while the other three methods have an ARE greater than 0.80. The 
efficiency of each method increases when q increases from 0.5 to 1.0, the latter value 
yielding the exponential case. When q increases to 5.0 the efficiency decreases in aU the 
methods except GE. At q = 10 the efficiency of all the methods decreases from its value 
at q = 5.
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(b) Equivalence of ULS and MOL and their optimalitv
From (3.3.1) it is noted that ULS provides the same result as MQL. Moreover, when 
q = 1.0 both methods become optimal and therefore provide full efficiency.
3.3.2. POISSON LOG LINEAR MODEL
The observations Yj (i =l,...,n) are independent Poisson counts with parameters 
satisfying log^i = Thus Yj has mean = variance oTjp- Xi, skewness 
Yiip = and kurtosis Y2ip = These, together with the derivatives pip = XiXj 
and crjp = 0.5 may be substituted into the formulae given above for M^o and
Vj^ o to calculate the asymptotic variance matrices for the four estimating methods under
investigation. The log-likelihood derivative, or score function, is L^p = Z(Yj- XJx^ ,
leading to the asymptotic variance matrix B~q = (E%iX^ x^ T)-i for MLE.
For the iid case the model logXi = XjTp reduces to logl; = pi and the required 
derivatives of the mean and variance are pip = Xi and ojp = 0.5Xji/2. The log-likelihood
derivative in this case is L^p = -n+ Xj-iEY  ^which provides the asymptotic variance for
MLE as B“o = n-^exp(-pi). For simplification of the other methods we need
p'ioP^ =~Xi ,^ ajoCTio = 0.25Xi and p^Qe^ = 0.5 Xi^^. This leads to the following 
asymptotic variances
A V (Puls) = A V (Pmql) = AV (Popt) = n-iexp(-Pi) 1 (3 3 2)
AV(Pge) = n-4exp(pi)+0.25exp(-Pi)+1.5)/{exp(Pi)+0.5}2 J
For this model MQL and OPT have full efficiency since they both yield estimating 
functions equivalent to the score function. This is because OPT includes MQL as a special 
case, and MQL is based on the score function for a linear exponential family which 
covers the Poisson model.
From (3.3.2), it is noted that like MQL and OPT, ULS also has full efficiency. The 
efficiency of Pi i.e. is plotted against Pi in Fig.3.2. The plot shows that GE is
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less efficient particularly at the middle where Pi is close to zero.
3.3,3. NEGATIVE BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL WITH KNOWN v
Suppose now that the parameter X governing the Poisson distribution of counts is 
subject to random variation according to a Gamma law with parameters v and a. Thus 
log!, previously modelled as xTp, now has mean \}/(v)-lna and variance \j/'(v) 
overthe population of individual counts; here \\f is the digamma function. To relate 
the parameters to the explanatory variables let us now take Y(v)-lna = x'Tp and \j/'(v) 
homogeneous, i.e., independent of x. Equivalently, log{p/(I-p)} -  -\}/(v)+x'^p 
and v is homogeneous, where p = l/(a+I); this is a logit-linear model for p. 
Since x has constant first component 1, - y (v ) can be absorbed in p%. In the model thus 
constructed Y has negative binomial distribution with parameters (v, p) satisfying 
log{p/(l-p)} = x'Tp. The moments of Yj are
Wp = vpi/(l-pi) (mean), a^p = vpj/(l-pi)^ (variance),
Yiip = (l+Pi)/(vpi)^/^ (skewness), and y i^p = (l+4pj+pi2)/vp- (kurtosis).
The required derivatives are pip = pipx^ and aip = 0.5<jip(l+pi)xj . The 
variance/mean relationship is = v-ip(v+p) here, which conforms to the MQLE 
variance function .specification, a2=<j)V(p) with Y(.) known, since v is assumed 
known in this section.
The logit form for the iid case reduces to log{p/(l-p)} = Pi. With known value of v, 
the required derivatives of the mean and variance are pip = pip and o|p = 0.5cTip(l+Pi).
The log-likelihood derivative in this case is L^p = Z[yj^(I-p-)-vpJ which gives
Bno = E[S(yi+v)pi(l-pi)l = vEpi, 
so B;^^= (nv)-i[l+exp(-Pi)].
To calculate the values of M^o and V^o we need the quantities:
i^ iOliiO ^ wo, cTioe^= 0.25CTio(l+Pi)  ^ Pioa;o= 0.5piocTio(l+Pi).
Then the asymptotic variances of the methods under comparison are
AV(Puls) = AV(Pmql) = AV(Popt) = (nv)-i {I+exp(-pi)} 
AV(Pge) = (nv)-i{(l+ 0 .5YHo)p}'M(l+L5YHO+0 -25YnoY2io)p}
{ ( l+0 .5Yiio)p)1 - 1
(3 .3.3)
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From these expressions ULS and MQL are equivalent to OPT. The plots for GE, 
which provides less efficiency compared with all other methods, show better performance 
with larger values of v. The results for GE are shown with the values of v = 0.5, 1.0,
5.0, 10.0 and it is found that the efficiency for positive pi improves eventually from 
below 0.7 to 0.85 when we increase the value of v from 0.5 to 10.0. As v gets larger 
the negative binomial tends to the Poisson distribution and, correspondingly, Fig.3.3b 
becomes more similar to Fig.3.2.
3.3,4. BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL
The observations Yj are independent binomial scores with parameters mj and pj 
satisfying a logit model log(p/(l-p^)} = xTp. In the usual terminology m^  is the number 
of trials and p^  is the probability of success in each. The moments are 
mean p^ p = m^^, variance m^p^(l-pi),
skewness ynp = (l-2pj)/cfip, kurtosis y2ip = {l-6pi(l-pi)]/CTip.
The associated derivatives are
M-ip =^ipXi <^ip = 0.5aip(l-2pi)X{
The variance/mean relationship here p(l-p/m) conforms to o2= (j)V(p) with
(j) =1. The score function L^p = Z(Y^- mjp )^ x^  and B^o = IriipXjXjT.
For the iid case the above logit form becomes log[p/(l-pi)] = Pi- The required 
derivatives of the mean and variance in this case are 
p ip = e ip an d  e-p= 0.5(Tip(l-2p^).
The score function reduces toL^p = ^(Y^-m^pi) whence B“q= {l+exp(Pi))^[nexp(pi)} k 
To obtain the variances of the other methods we need the results:
PioHio= {miPi(l-Pi)}2, 0-0^2= 0-25miPi(l-Pi)(l-2pi)2
and p'ioalo=0.5 {miPi(l-pi) p/2(l-2pi).
The asymptotic variances are then
AV(Puls) = AV(Pmql) = A V (^pt) = {l+exp(pi)}2{nexp(pi)}-i (3.3.4)
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and for GE we have
Mno = S{miexp(Pi)+0.5[l-exp(pi)]^}/[l+exp(pi)]2
= D{2miexp(Pi)[l+exp(pi)]2}-i{2mi2exp(2pi)+exp(Pi)(2mi-6) 
[ 1 -exp(pi)]2+(2m^+l)[l+exp(Pi)]2[ 1 -exp(pi)]2}
(3,3.5)
By equation (3.3.4) and Fig. 3.4, we conclude that ULS, MQL and OPT arc fully 
efficient while GE is less efficient. Plots of Rj vs Pi are shown in Fig.3.4 with 
m = 10 and m = 100 respectively. Evidently GE provides high efficiency at both 
ends as well as at the middle of the curve.
3.4. NON-EXPONENTIAL FAMILY MODELS
3.4.1 WRIBULL LOG-LINEAR MODEL WITH "q UNKNOWN.
The observations Yj are continuous, positive, independent Weibull variâtes with 
survivor functions
Fi(t) = p(Yi > t )  = exp(-Xitn) on (0 , ««)
as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Now for the case of unknown q there are two parameters, 
0 = (Pi, q), to estimate. The moments of Yj in this case are;
mean: pie = CiT^ -^t/n , variance: OiQ= C2T |^ r^ ,
skewness: Yiie = and kurtosis: yzie =
where c^^,..., 04 ,^ are defined in Section 3.3.1.
The required derivatives of the mean and variance are
- 1/q ^  /  - 1/q
Pie = Pie I I and <Jie = <Jie
^^lq/^lq+Pl/q2y \^^2q/2c2T|+Pl/q2^
where
= -V(l+l/q)/q2 
and C2y 2 c2 i^  = 1 + l/q)-r2\i/(l+2 /q) }/q2c2T^.
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The score function in this case is
m -k Q Y { n )
Ene =
nq-i+Z( l-XieYin)logYi
and
1 (i-T-Pi)/n
Bno = X |
(l-y-P l)/q  {%2/ 6+ (l-y -P i)2)/q2
For the other methods we need the following results to obtain their asymptotic variances: 
PiOPiO ”  PioB., PiO^ iO ~ PiOC^ ioT
where
/  l/q2 -s/q3
R =
\-s/q3 s2/q^
l/q2 -(p/C2T^+Pl)/q3
S;<p/C2T^ +Pl)/q3 (p/c2i^+Pi)%^
l/q2  -(p/C2Ti+Pl)/q3
-^s/q3 s{p/C2T^+Pl}/il>
S
T =
where s = p 1-^(1+1/q) and p = r i 2\j/(l+l/q)-r2Y(l+2 /q)
Substituting these values into and V^o, and then simplifying to get the asymptotic 
variance matrices of the methods under comparison, we have the following results: 
for ULS
^nO “  -^PioB- 1
k (3.4.1)
VnO = (^PiOGio)^R J
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HiO = -Vno = (3.4.2),
for MQL
— \ r __
for GE
Mno =-2{pfoR+2aioS}/crio
_ t^ /3/2, , 2^^. 2 c i/ 2 (3.4.3)Vno = S{PioR+2c3T^ piocTioT/c2T,+(c4T^ /c2^ +2)cyioS}/aio 
and for OPT
Mno = -VnO = Zk^[(c4y 02^+2) p&R-2c3T^pio(^ioT/c^^+4(y;oS] (3.4.4)
where
2-  C2q/(^4qC2i^+2c^-C3^)
Fig.3.5 shows some representative plots of the ARE(Pi) vs p% and ARE(q) vs pi. 
for GE. The plots of OPT are similar and so are omitted. Attention is drawn to the 
following points:
(a) Singularity problem in ULS and MOL
To compute AV(0uls) and AV(0mql) we need the inverse of M^ g^. However, from
(3.4.2) and (3.4.3), this matrix is singular as R is singular. The reason for this is as 
follows:
The ULS equations for Pi and q are 
Sn8 = ^[3Pi0/3Pi(YrPi0)] = 0 
and g„0 = Z[3pi0/aq(Yi-pie)] = 0
These two equations are, in fact, both equivalent to X[pie(Yi-pie)] = 0, so we have 
effectively only one equation for two unknowns. A similar phenomenon occurs for MQL. 
Hence it is not possible to estimate the parameters q and pi separately by ULS or MQL in 
this case.
(b) Dependence of efficiencv on
Recall that, in the case of known q, the ARE’s for GE and OPT were 
independent of Pi. But in this case, of unknown q, the results are different. As shown 
in Fig.3.5, R  ^ now depends on pi. Maximum efficiency of these methods is in the 
region where pi is close to zero. Away from zero the efficiency tends to a constant level.
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(c) Effect o f T\ on efficiencv
Fig.3.5 (c) and (d) show Rj and R2 vs Pi when q is equal to 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0. 
Rj has its maximum value 0.98 at q = 2.0 and its lowest values 0.1 when q =0.5.
3.4.2 BURR LOG-LINEAR MODEL
The Weibull model will now be extended in similar fashion to the previous extension 
of the Poisson model to the negative binomial. Suppose that the parameter X has the form 
where log^ = x*^ p and that tx has a Gamma distribution over the population with 
scale 1 and shape v . The resulting
distribution for Y is the Burr with survivor function F(t) = (l+^q)-^ on (0,oo) (see, 
e.g., Crowder, 1985). The moments of Y are given by
E(YO = vÇ-r/nB(v-r/q, r/q+1),
where B is the Beta function.
After some simplification the values of the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis 
become:
mean: pip -  Ci^fi/n, variance: = (C2- Ci2) .^-2/q
skewness : yup = c'(c2“ kurtosis : yaip = c"(c2- c^2)-2
where
C' =  C3-3CiC2+ 2 Ci3
c” = C4-4CiC3+12Ci2c2-6Cj4-3c22 
and Cj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are defined as
Cj = r(l+j/q)r(v-j/q)/r(v).
Now the parameter  ^ is modelled as log% = p%. The cases (i) q and v unknown, and (ii) 
all parameters unknown will be discussed to compare efficiencies of the methods.
(i) -n and v known
With known values of q and v, the required derivatives of the mean and variance are 
Pip = “Ciq-t^fl/q^ 0ip = -q-l(C2-Ci2)l/2^i-l/q.
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The score function in this case is
LLp= Z(^ri-(v+l)Y;V(l+^iY in)R\
which provides B„o = nv(v+2)-i. Then, using the above derivatives to obtain and 
V^ Q, the asymptotic variances of the methods under comparison are as follows :
AV(Puls) = AV(PmQl) = (C2-Ci2)ri2/nCj2
AV(Pge) - k ’(c2-ci2)q2/n(2c2-ci2)2 I ' (3A5)
AV(popr) = (c2“Ci2)q2k"/n
where
k" = {Ci2+2c’Ci+c"+2(C2-Ci2)2}
k"={c"Ci2+2Ci2(c2-Ci2)2.4cjc’(C2-Ci2)+4)/{c"+2-c’2(C2-Ci2)-l}
From (3.4.5) the efficiencies are all independent of pi but not of q and v. ULS 
provides same result as MQL and these were found to be very similar to those for the 
Weibull model. The plots given in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 have drawn attention to the following 
points:
(a) Effect of n and v on efficiencv
Now, since for each method the relative efficiency is independent of pi, we need to 
check the performances with some different values of q and v. From equation
(3.4.6) ULS provides the same results as MQL against all q and v.
Fig.3.6 shows plots of vs pi with q = 0.5, 2.0, 5.0 and 10.0 when v is fixed 
at 10.0. At q = 2.0 ULS and MQL have their maximum efficiency while GE has its 
maximum equal to 0.98 at q = 5.0. The efficiency decreases considerably in all the 
methods when q is equal to 0.5; in this case GE . performs very badly, having 
efficiency just 0.01.
Fig. 3.7 shows plots of R  ^ vs Pi with v = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 and q fixed at
10.0. From these plots we conclude that all the methods show a better performance when 
v is close to 2.0.
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(b) Maximum efficiencv of GE method
The performance of GE is very bad when q or v is less than 0.5, but the method 
provides results better than ULS or MQL for the higher values of q or v. One possible
reason for this is that, for higher values of q or v, yup and y^ ip are very small so the 
distribution is closer to normal for which GE is optimal.
(Ü) All parameters unknown
For the case of unknown q and v there are three parameters, 6 = (pi, q, v), to 
estimate. The derivatives of the mean and variance are now
andPie =  Pie e/q2
where
e = log^+\|/(v-l/q)-\{/(l+l/q) 
b = l/v+r|/(v-l/q)-r}f(v+l) 
f=21ogW +l/A0A/aq) 
d = l/v-2\|/(v+l)+l/A(3A/0v).
Here A, dA/dr\ and dA/Bv are defined by
A = r(v-2/q)r(l-h2/q)r(v+l)-r(v-l/q)2r(l+l/q)2,
3A/0q = 2/q2r(v-2/q)r(l+2/q)r(v+l){\j/(v-2/q)-\}r(l+2/q)}-l/q2 
r(v-l/q)2r( 1+1/q )2 {\|;(v-l/q)-\jf( 1 + 1/q)}, 
dA/dv -  r(v-2/q)r(l+2/q)r(v+l){Y(v+l)+xg(v-2/q)}-r(v-l/q)^ 
r (  1+l/q)2 {\}/(v- l/q)+l/2v}.
The score function in this case is
-'n0 = %  I 1/q+logyi-kilogyi j
\Uv-log(l+%y|qy
where k-= (v+l)^yjq/(l+^yjn). This leads to
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/  v/(v+2) vs -l/(v+l)
Bno = n j vs m/q2 gv/q
\ - l / ( v + l ) gv/q l/v2
where
s=  {-log^+\i/(2)-v(v+l))/q(v+2)
m = l+v{[-log^+v(2)-r|/(v+l)]^+\}/'(2)+Y'(v+l)}/q2(v+2) 
g = -log^+\g(2)-\|f(v)
Here y(2) = l-y, \{/(v+l) = y (v)+1/v and \|t'(2) = jc2/6-l, where y = 0.5772157... is 
Euler's constant and iz ~ 3.1415926... For the other methods we need the following 
results to obtain their asymptotic variances:
where
PioPio =P&K O.250igS, p|Q<jjQ — O.5Opio0ioT
/w -e/q3 -b /q \
R = I -e/q3 e2/q4 eb/q2 j
\^b /q eb/q2 b2y
/ 4/q -2f/q -2d7q\
S = 1  -2f/q f2
\ 2 d / q fd d 2 /
/ 2/q2 -f/q -d /X
T = 1 -2e/q3 ef/q2 ed/q2 j
\-2 b /q bf b d /
The values of e, b, f  and d here have same values as defined above in this section.
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The asymptotic variance matrices are then found as follows: 
for ULS
M^o = VnO ”  (^PiOCrio)^ S (3.4,6)
for MQL
MnO = -VnO = -Sp?oR/Oio. (3.4.7)
for GE
(3.4.8)
MnO =-Z{pfoR+O.5OaiéS}/0iJ
VnO=S{PH)R+c'(C2-Ci2)-3/2pio0ioT+O.25c"[(C2-Ci2)-2+2]0i§S}/ai^ 
for OPT
MnO =-Vn0 = ^Yio[c"(C2-Ci2)-24-2)p.foR-2c'(C2-Ci2)-3/2 .^jjQr-jjX+(y.2sj/^y.2 (3 4 9 )
where c', c" have the same values as defined earlier in this section.
From (3.4.6) and (3.4.7) note that to compute AV(§uls)» AV(Gmql) we need the
inverse of Mno- As for ULS we have Mno = -(Spio)R. In this matrix R is singular 
because of dependence of row 3 on row 1, and hence Mno is singular. Thus it is not 
possible to estimate the parameters pi, q and v separately by these methods.
For GE and OPT the computations indicated singularity of the matrix Mno- 
However, it is not clear from the algebra precisely how this arises. Thus, at this stage, 
the problem has not been resolved.
3.4.3. NEGATIVE BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL WITH V UNKNOWN
The observations Yj (i = 1, ... , n) are independent and have negative binomial 
distribution with parameters (v, p) as discussed in Section 3.3.3. Now suppose that v is 
unknown so that there are two parameters, p% and v, to estimate. The derivatives of the 
mean and variance are
Pi0 = Pie and g .q = 0.5a-Q
(1+Pi)
1/v
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The log-likelihopd derivative in this case is
yi(l-Pi)-vpi ^
( 1 -Pi) t^ (v + y  r
whence
B nO =X
Pi
E^'(v+yrj)-2
For M^o nnd V^o the following quantities are required:
PiOPW ~ Pio^^ “  0.5pio*^ioT,
where
R =
1/ v l/v2
and
(1+Pi) 1/v
.(l+Pi)/v l/v2y
S =
(1+Pi)^ (l+Pi)/v
(l+p{)/v l/v2
From these we obtain asymptotic variances of the methods under comparison as follows :
AV(§uls) = AV(§mql) = {nvpR}-l (3.4.10)
for GE we have
M„o= Z{mo«ioR+0.5S)
V„o = S(nKIB7o®^+YU8WeaAT+0.5(Y2ie+2)S)
(3.4.11)
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and for OPT
MnO = = 2^ YiO^ {('Y2iO+2)p^ R-2YiioPiOC^ ioT+2CTiQS}/aio (3.4.12)
Note that AV(0uls) and AV(0mql) in (3.3.10) are unobtainable because R is 
singular. The reason for this is the same as described in Section 3.4.1 for the Weibull 
log-linear model; the estimating equations for Pi and v reduce to just one equation. The 
comparison between GE and OPT shown in Fig.3.8 is similar to that in Fig.3.3 for 
the case of known v.
3.4.3. BETA BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL
In similar style to the extension of the previous basic models of this section the 
binomial is commonly embroidered by the assumption that p varies with a Beta 
distribution (e.g., Williams 1975, Crowder 1978). Let the mean value of pj be denoted
by Tti, and its variance by p)ti(l-%i); Crowder (1979) shows that p is the intraclass 
correlation between the underlying binary responses. The resulting probabilities 
P^  = P(y = r) for Y can be obtained from
Po = 1 7  {(I-p)(I-rn)+p(mrs)}/{(l-p)+p(nq-s)},
P/Pr+i = (nvr)(r+l)-l{(l-p)7Ci+pr){(l-p)(l-7Ci)+p(mi-r-l))-i, 
for r = 0,1, ...,m-l.
The required moments are
mean pijj = nqTTi, variance = nqa:i( 1 -:ci) ( 1 +(m^-1 )p}, 
skewness yup = ( 1 -27Ci) ( 1+(2m^-1 ) p} /  {0 ip( 1 +p)},
where
kurtosis Yzip= a?p(a-fb)/{(l+p)(l+2p)}.
a = {l+(2mi-l)p} {l+(3mi-l)p}{l-3îri(l-îci)}, 
b = (mpl)(l-p)(p+30ip/mi).
We will assume that m^  = m for all i and that p is homogeneous over i. The 
variance/mean relationship 0 2 = p(l-p/m){l4-(m-I)p} conforms to 0 2 = <j)V(p) with 
4» = l+(m-l)p. The logit model specifies log{jci/(l-ici)} = xjTp. The Fisher information 
matrix does not have simple closed form for this distribution and so has been computed for
each observation as -EP^L" where P^  is given above and Lj. = 921ogPj/3p2 . Now
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with the iid case the above logit form becomes log{jc/(l-7i)) =Pi- We discuss efficiency 
comparisons for the cases of p known and unknown.
(i) Efficiencv when p is known
With p known, the required derivatives of mean and variance are jijp = m7c(l-ii:),
CTip = O.5(l-27c)0ip. The Fisher information matrix does not have simple closed form for 
this distribution and so has been computed by the procedure mentioned above. For 
the other simplifications we need the values
{ni7c(l-7i:)}2, 0.25(1-2tc)2ctj^
and M-ioe*o= 0.5m7c(l-7r)(l-27T:)aio 
to evaluate M^o and Then we have
AV(Puls) = AV(Pmql) = {exp(pi)nm/[l+(m-l)p][l+exp(Pi)]2}-i (3.4.13)
and for GE
M^o = - S [u+0.5(1-2tc)2] >1
VnO = S[u+v(l-27u)2+0.25(Y2iO+2)(l-27c)2] J (3.4.14)
and for OPT
M.0 = - V„o = SYio[(Y2io+2)u-2v(l-2n)2+(l-2K)2] (3.4.15)
where
u = mexp(Pi)[l+(m-l)p]-i[l+exp(Pi)]-2,
V = [l+(2m-l)p]/[l+(m-l)p](l+p).
From these expressions we note that ULS and MQL yield the same result. The 
efficiency ratio Rj is plotted against pi in Fig. 3.9 with m = 10 and p fixed at 0.1. The 
efficiencies for each method have their maximum values in the middle when Pi is close to 
zero and tend to a lower value as pi moves away from 0.
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(ii) Efficiencv when all parameters are unknown
For the case of unknown p , we have two parameters, pi and p, to estimate. The 
derivatives of the mean and variance are now
and oi'e = 0.5
To simphfy the expressions we need the results
JJ-iOhio“ C, CTioa^=0.25D , ^
where
C =
m(m-l)7Ci(l-7T:i)(l-27ti)
m^(m-1 I -îti)^/criem (m -1 1 - jriX 1 -2n:i)
and
m ^(m -1 )7ti2( 1 -Tti)m7Ci( 1 -7ti)( 1 -27ti)ciiO
For GE
M„o = -SaI?[C+0.5D]
V„o = rCTio[C+Yno(F+FT)+0.25(Y2io+2)D]
(3.4.16)
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and for OPT
M^o “ VnO = ^cTio[C+7ioYHoC-2Yiio(F+F'^)+D]- (3.4.17)
From the above equations one can deduce the following results :
(a) Problem of singularity in ULS and MOL methods
From above note that to compute AV(0uls) and AV(0mql) we need the inverse of the 
matrix C which is singular. This is because pie is independent of p and so the estimating 
equation for p is empty, the p-component of pie being zero.
(b) Efficiencv of GE and OPT
Fig. 3.10 shows the plots of = ARE(Pi) vs pi and R2 = ARE(p) vs p% for GE 
when m is equal to 10 and p is fixed at 0.05. The plots for OPT are similar and so are 
omitted.
(c) Effect of p on efficiency
The plots in Fig.3.11 show the efficiency of GE or OPT against pi when we fix 
p at 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9. The plot of R2 is independent of pi, unlike that of Ri. 
Evidently, R2 increases as p decreases and the maximum of Ri occurs at Pi = 0. It is 
also noted from Fig, 3.11b that as p increases to 0.5, the R  ^ curve becomes quite flat 
and shows constant efficiency equal to 0.92.
3.5 CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS
In the previous sections, models firom the exponential family as well as from non­
exponential families were used to compare some estimating equations for the 
independently, identically distributed case. This section summarizes various conclusions 
drawn from the study and emphasizes the salient points.
Asymptotic efficiencies of four methods have been compared both theoretically and 
numerically in two separate parts: in the first, the results have been developed under
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exponential family models; in the second, it has been under non-exponential family 
models. Due to the strong asymptotic properties of MLE, this method has been taken as a 
basis for comparison. The asymptotic relative efficiency of each method has been plotted 
against the parameter values for assessment.
Within the exponential family models, for the iid case, some of the conclusions drawn 
from the study are as follows:
(i) ULS, MQL and OPT all have full efficiency in most cases, the exceptions being 
ULS in the Weibull case with t| 1.
(ii) GE, which is comparatively less efficient, nevertheless showed some good 
results for all four types of model. For the Weibull model at q = 1, i.e. for an 
exponential distribution; the plots shown in Fig. 3.1(b) contrast GE with the 
other methods. For q 1, the plots of Fig. 3.1 suggest that GE provides better 
results than ULS when q > 5. In the Poisson model the efficiency of this method 
is high for pi far from zero and has a minimum at Pi = 0. An explanation is that 
as X increases the Poisson distribution approaches the normal for which GE is 
fully efficient. With the negative binomial model, the performance of GE is better 
when p is far from 0 to the negative side. Fig. 3.3b also shows that as v gets 
larger GE improves. The results of GE for the binomial model are not so 
good, however.
For the non-exponential family models the methods GE and OPT come out of 
comparison very well. The following points emerge about the methods for this family:
(i) The OPT method is generally in better agreement with MLE than are the 
other three methods. This is necessarily so from theoretical considerations and the 
numerical results confirm this superiority of OPT over the other methods. The 
efficiency was affected a little in the Weibull and Burr models with increasing 
values of q. However, it does not affect the order of preference among these 
methods. A similar effect occurs for the beta-binomial model with increasing value 
of p.
(ii) The efficiency of ULS is equal to that of MQL for the iid case. This is evident 
from the formulae in Section 2.2, with cjio independent of i, and is confirmed in 
the pictures. The efficiency of ULS and MQL is independent of pi for all but 
the beta-binomial model. Their performance for the Burr model is much affected by
Î1-
(iii) Another notable feature emerging from the study is the problem of singularity 
suffered by ULS and MQL in certain cases. Thus, ULS and MQL can 
sometimes perform optimally, and sometimes disastrously.
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(iv) The efficiency of GE varies considerably over the different models compared 
with the other methods. On the whole, GE is reasonably competitive and does 
not suffer the singularity problem of ULS and MQL.
In conclusion, it can be noted that in the exponential family models ULS, MQL and 
OPT all are equivalent to MLE while GE is less efficient. Within this class of models, 
ULS and MQL have considerable simplicity and easy computation. The moments, and 
hence the efficiency, can be determined conveniently for the case of any exponential family 
models in the iid case. It is also evident from the above discussion that in the non­
exponential family models the analysis of the results confirmed the superiority of OPT 
over the other methods discussed here.
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(a) Plots of Ri and R2 vs pi at ri = 0.5
(b) Plots of Ri and Rg vs Pi at ti = 1.0
(c) Plots of Ri vs Pi at T| = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0
(d) Plots of R2 vs pi at Tj = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0
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C I K I A I P i r i E l R  4
ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY IN EXPONENTIAL FAMILY MODELS
IN THE NON-IID CASE
4.1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we discuss the asymptotic properties of the estimating equations in the 
exponential family with regression modelling for the mean. Such models are widely used 
in statistical practice. The observations have distributions belonging to an exponential 
family and the corresponding natural parameters satisfy a linear model via a link function. 
Such models, which may be called exponential response models, are considered by 
Dempster (1971) and Nelder and Wedderbum (1972). The asymptotic properties of MLE 
for such models are also discussed by Haberman (1977). He derived the results by using 
the general theory for exponential models developed by Berk (1972) and Barndorff-Niclsen 
(1973).
It is well known that if the likelihood function has the exponential family form, 
maximum likelihood estimates of regression parameters can often be found using the 
method of weighted least squares (Nelder and Wedderbum, 1972; Bradley, 1973; 
Wedderbum, 1974; and Jennrich and Moore, 1975). In particular, when the variance is 
assumed constant the quantity to be minimized is a sum of squared residuals, and the 
asymptotic results of Jennrich (1969) and Wu (1981) apply. More generally, when the 
vaiiances are not constant, the estimating equations can be thought of as a generalization of 
the scoring method used in probit analysis and usually attributed to Fisher (McCullagh, 
1983). In fact the method of weighted least squares can be used to find maximum 
likelihood estimates even in some cases where the likelihood function does not have the 
exponential family form (Jorgensen, 1983).
We define criteria for compaiison of methods in Section 4.2. The methods will be 
compared for the Weibull loglinear model in Section 4.3, the Poisson loglinear model in 
Section 4.4, the negative binomial logit model in Section 4.5, and the binomial logit 
model in Section 4.6.
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4.2. COMPARISON OF ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCIES
The asymptotic variance matrices of the various methods will be compared for the 
non-iid case. Models from the exponential family are used. As before, the ratio
R j=
of (j j)  elements of the indicated variance matrices is used as a criterion of comparison. An 
overall ratio of so-called generalized variances
Ro = det(B>det{M;;o‘v„o(M ;:y}
is also used. These ratios are then plotted against a range of parameter values for 
assessment.
Specifically, in the comparisons below the parameters of the i-th observation y^  will 
be expressed in terms of XjTp via a link function as described above. For xj tlie form 
(1, a|) is taken, with a^= (i-l)/(n-l) for i=l,...,n = 51, representing a generalized linear
model with x-values equispaced at intervals 0.02 on (0,1).
4.3. WEIBULL LOG-LINEAR MODEL WITH KNOWN n
The observations Yj are continuous, positive, independent Weibull variâtes with 
survivor functions
Fi(t) = p(Yj > t) -  exp(-Xit4) on (0,oo)
as discussed in Chapter 3. The mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis are
Hip = Ci^Xi-i/n, CT,| = C2T^Xi-2/n , Yiip = CsTi/cgf, and 72ip = respectively.
In the case when is known and homogeneous over individuals, and 1; obeys the 
loglinear form logXi = the derivatives required are pip = - pipxj/q and
o|p - -aipXiAi. The variance specification o2= (j)V(p) is met with V(|x)=p2 and 
(}) = C2-r|/ci  ^ where the Cj.q are given in Section 3,3.1. The score function is
L^p = S(l-A,iYi‘n)Xi whence = Zx^x^T for MLE. For the other methods we need
the matrices
HiOHjO ~ ( l^i]/'n )^ r^^^^XjXj't', OjoCFjq = (C2-q/Tl2)A,i-2/TlXjXjT’,
and = (cn^cj^n2 )%^-2/nx^x;T.
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(4.3.1)
(4.3.2)
Then the matrices M^o and take the following forms for ULS
VnO = (Ci?jC2T^ /Tl2)SXi^ /ilXiXiT.
For the other methods
AV(Pmql) “  ){Sx^ x^ T'
AV(Pge) = (C2^Tl2ki){2XiXiT)-l.
AV(Popt) = (n#2)(Zx;X{T)-i,
where
=  (CiÎ|C2^+2Cj^C3^+C4^+2C2^)/(c,?|+2C 2^)^
*=2 -  ‘^=ln'=4t,+2Ci^C2^-4Ci.^C2T,C3^+4c2^)/(C2^C4^+2C2^-C3^).
From (4.3.1) it can be seen that M^o is proportional to exp(-2pi) and V^o is 
proportional to exp(-4pi). Hence AV(ULS) is independent of pi as illustrated in Figs.
4.1-4.5. By (4.3.2) the AV'sfor MQL, GE, and OPT are independent of both Pi and 
p2« At q = 1.0 the Weibull model becomes the exponential distribution for which the plots 
are shown in Fig. 4.1. Many plots of Rg vs pi and Rg vs p% were produced with 
different values of q, and a selection of these is shown in Figs.4.1-4,5. The pictures for 
Ri and R2 are similar and so are omitted. These plots have drawn attention to the 
following points:
(a) Effect of r\ on efficiencv
The plots given in Figs. 4.1-4.5 show the efficiency of each method when we fixed q 
at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 10.0. Like the results for the iid case in Chapter 3, the performance 
of the methods in the non-iid case here can deteriorate considerably when q < 1.0. The 
efficiency of each method increases when ri increases from 0.5 to 2.0. But as r\ 
increases from 2.0 to 4.0, the efficiency of all the methods decreases except for GE 
which has efficiency close to that of OPT at q = 4.0. The efficiency of each method 
decreases when i\ increases to 10.0.
(b) Comparison between ULS and MOL
From Figs.4.3 (b) and (d) it is noted that ULS has maximum efficiency at P2 = 0
where it is equal to MQL. It is also noted that ULS provides similar results to MQL
when we increase q to 10.0. The reason for this is that as q the quantity
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1 and from (4.3.1) AV(PuLs) AV(Pmql)- Hence the progress of ULS towards 
MQL in terms of efficiency depends on how close p2 is to zero and how large q is.
(c) Efficiencies of MQL and OPT when n 1
In the case of known q the Weibull model becomes an exponential family model and 
hence MQL and OPT should have full efficiency for this case. But the pictures in Figs.
4.2- 4.5 show efficiencies less than 1.0 for these methods. The reason for this is that 
is used instead of Y,n in the estimating equations. Hence these methods are less than fully 
efficient when q?  ^1.
4.4. POISSON LOG-LINEAR MODEL
The observations Yj (i =l,,..,n) are independent Poisson counts with parameters 
satisfying logX; = xTp as described in Chapter 3. The Xi, which were previously 
modelled as logXi = pi in the iid case, now have the form logXj = pi+paa .^ The moments
of Yj are: pip = Xi (mean) = Xi (variance), ynp = X /^  ^ (skewness), and Y2ip = Xf i
(kurtosis). The required derivatives of the mean and variance are pîp = X^x^  and
a[p = 0,5Xii/2xi. These are substituted into the formulae for M^g and V^g given in 
Chapter 2 to calculate the asymptotic variance matrices for the four estimating methods
under investigation. The log-likelihood derivative, or score function, is L^p = Z(Y -^Xi)xi, 
leading to the asymptotic variance matrix B„g = (ZXiXiX^ T)-i for MLE.
For this model MQL and OPT have full efficiency since they both yield estimating 
functions equivalent to the score function. This is because OPT includes MQL as a special 
case, and MQL is based on the score function for a linear exponential family which 
covers the Poisson model. Thus the question here concerns only the performances of ULS 
and GE.
For ULS we have
M^g = -ZXFXjXjT, 'j
V„o=SXi3XiXiT I
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For GE
M „ o  =  0 . 5 L ( 2 X i + l ) x i X i T ,
(4.4.2)
V^o = 0.25Z(4Xi+6+Xi-i)x;XiT
For ULS, M^o is proportional to exp(2Pi) and V^o is proportional to exp(3Pi), so 
AV(ULS) is proportional to exp(-Pi). Since B~q is also proportional to exp(-p%), ULS 
has relative efficiency independent of Pi. The plot of Rg vs Pi for ULS in Fig.4.6(a) 
shows the independence of pi. The plot of Rg against P2 in Fig 4.6(b) is a slightly skew 
bell shape and its maximum occurs at P2 = 0; this is because the variances are equal 
when P2 = 0 and then ULS is equivalent to MQL.
The efficiency ratio Rg vs Pi for GE is also plotted in Fig.4.6(a), with P2 fixed at 
value 5.0, and in Fig.4.6(b) Rg vs P2, with pi fixed at value 2.0. These pictures are
representative of many drawn at various values of Pi and P2 . As pi and p2 increase the 
performance of GE improves. An explanation is that as X increases the Poisson 
distribution approaches the Normal for which GE is MLE.
The plots of Ri and R2 , for both ULS and GE, are similar to those for Rg and 
are therefore omitted.
4.5. NEGATIVE BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL WITH KNOWN v
The observations Yj (i = L...,n) are independent and have negative binomial 
distribution with parameters (v, p) as discussed in Chapter 3. The logit form , which 
was earlier defined in the iid case as log{pj/(l-pj)} = Pi, is now of the form 
log{Pi/(l-Pi)} = Pi+P2ai- The moments of Yj are
Hip = vpj/(l-pi) (mean), aip = vpj/(l-pi)2 (variance),
71 ip = (l+Pi)/(vpi)i^ (skewness), and Yjjp -  (l+4pi+pj2)/vpj (kurtosis).
The required derivatives are pip = pipXj and ajp= 0.5crip(l+Pi)Xi. The variance/mean 
relationship is = v-ip(v+p) here, which conforms to the MQLE variance function 
specification, a2=(j)Y(p) with V(.) known, since v is assumed known. The score
function is L^p -  E(Y^(l-p^)-vpJx^ whence B^g = vEp^ x^ x^ T. For the other methods
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we require
HioHio = HiOXi, (Hio/2vcTio)(v+2pio)Xj
and HioCfio=0.5pioaio(l+pi)Xi .
Substituting the above values in the asymptotic variance formulae we obtain the 
following results for the different methods.
For ULS
Mno = -vE[exp(pi+P2ai)]^XiXiT,
V„o = vE{[exp(pi+P2ai)]^[l+exp(pi+p2ai)]}xiXiT (4.5.1)
For MQL and OPT
HîO = -Vno = vE{[exp(Pi+p2ai)][l+exp(Pi+P2ai)]-i}XiXiT (4.5.2)
For GE
Mno = -vE(l+0.5yiio){[exp(Pi+p2ai)][l+exp(pi+p2ai)]-^}XiXiT 
"*^nO = vE(l+1.5yfiO+0.25YHOY2io){[exp(pi+p2ai)][l+exp(pi+P2ai)]‘ }^XiXiT. K4.5.3)
Fig. 4.7 shows representative plots of Rg vs Pi and p2 with some fixed values of 
the other parameters. The corresponding pictures for Rj and R2  are qualitatively similar 
and are omitted. As for the Poisson distribution MQL and OPT have full efficiency since 
the negative binomial is an exponential family distribution for known v. The plots against 
Pi show that the efficiency of GE decreases sharply when pi is below about -6.0. The 
opposite occurs for ULS. For GE the picture is similar when plotted against p2, but for 
ULS one obtains a bell shape. As pi and P2  increase the performance of GE improves 
eventually to around 0.5 for v = 1 and to around 0.7 for v = 10. On the other hand, 
ULS is very inefficient for larger positive values of pi or P2 , but has maximum efficiency 
at p2 =0 where it becomes equivalent to MQL,
It is noted from equation (4.5,1) that A V (P u ls )  is proportional to v-t, as is A V (p) 
for MLE. Hence the relative efficiency Rg is independent of v as illustrated by Fig.4.7. 
Fig.4.8 show the plots for GE with v = 1, 5, 10 and 20: the efficiency increases 
consistently as we increase v. The reason is that as v gets larger the negative binomial 
tends to the normal distribution and the plots behave accordingly.
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4,6. BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL
The observations are independent binomial scores witli parameters mj and p^  as 
defined earlier in Chapter 3. As usual m^  is the number of trials and pj is the probability of 
success. The latter satisfied the logit form log{ Pi/(1-Pi)} = Pi for the earlier iid case, 
and this is now extended to log{ pi/(l-pj)} = Pi+Pza .^ The moments of Yj are 
mean: p ip^m jpi, variance: afp = mjpiCl-pi), 
skewness: yup = (l-2pi)/aip, kurtosis: yzip = (l-6p;(l-p^))/oip.
The required derivatives of the mean and variance are pip = crj^ Xj, aip = 0.5aip(l-2p^)xi 
where x^  = (1, a^  )L The variance/mean relationship here, = p(l-|j/m), conforms to
q2= (J)V(p) with (t)=l. The score function L„p -  E(Yi-mjpi)Xi and B^g = EojpX;X^ T 
for MLE. For the other methods we require
HioHio = mj2[p.(Lp.)]2x;, aioCT^= 0.25miPi(l-pi)(l-2pi)Xi 
and p-gaJS = 0.5[miPi(l-pi)]3/2(l-2pi)Xi 
These forms are used to produce the matrices M^g and V„g as follows.
For ULS
M^g = -Emi2[p.(l-p.)]2x.xT,
V„g = Emi3[pi(l-pi)]3xiXiT.
For MQL and OPT
Hio = - Vno = -2^mi[Pi(l-Pi)]XiXiT.
For GE
Mno = -E[0.5(l-2pi)2+miPi(l-pi)]XiXiT,
Vno = E[(l-2pi)2/4miPi(l-pi)][pj(l-pi)(4mi2pj(l-p.)/(l-2pi)2 
+6m^-6)+l]x;X|T).
(4.6.1)
(4.6.2)
(4.6.3)
Full efficiency is attained by MQL and OPT for the binomial distribution as this 
model belongs to the exponential family. For the other methods, ULS and GE, 
Figs.4.9-4.11 contain typical plots for Rg vs pi and Rg vs P2 with mj = m =10, 100. 
Those for R  ^and R2 give the same overall pictures. Evidently GE performs rather 
worse than ULS on tlie whole except in the region where the p/s are near 0.5 , i.e., 
where the Yj-distributions are symmetric. For both methods the maximum efficiency
occurs in the region where pi or P2 is close to zero.
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It is worth noting that, for GE, the efficiency increases with increasing m, but the 
efficiency of ULS remains the same for all m. As m increases the binomial tends to the 
nonnal for which GE is MLE. On the other hand, for ULS the AV(PuLs) is 
proportional to m -i, as is B“o. Hence, their ratio, the efficiency, becomes independent 
of m.
4 7. r.ONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The asymptotic efficiencies of the various methods have been compared for the 
exponential family models in the non-iid case. The broad conclusions drawn from this 
study are summarized as follows:
(i) Except for the Weibull model with q 1, MQL and OPT always have fuU 
efficiency. This is because all the other models considered in this chapter belong 
to the exponential family. Hence we have only compared the other two methods, 
ULS and GE.
(ii) For the Weibull distribution, the efficiencies of all the methods except ULS 
are independent of both pi and p%. That of ULS depends on Pa but not on pi. 
The efficiencies depend on q in a simple way. When q < 1 the efficiencies of 
ULS and GE are considerably smaller than those of MQL and OPT. The 
efficiency of ULS approaches that of MQL as q increases and ULS is
equivalent to MQL when p% is equal to zero.
(iii) The efficiency of GE for the Poisson model improves sharply with increasing 
pi and p2. On the other hand it performs badly when the p's have negative 
values. The efficiency of ULS in this model is independent of pi but 
depends on p2. In the latter case the efficiency curve is bell-shaped with a
maximum at p2 = 0.
(iv) The results of the methods for negative binomial model with known v
showed that the efficiency of GE decreases sharply when Pi or p2  ^  The
opposite occurs for ULS: it is very inefficient for larger positive values of pi
or P2 , but has maximum efficiency at P2 = 0. The performance of GE 
improves to around 0.5 as v increases from 1 to 10. It is also noted that the 
efficiency of ULS is independent of v as shown in Fig. 4.7.
(v) For the binomial model GE performs rather worse than ULS on the whole 
except in the region where the p^ 's are near 0,5. The efficiencies of both
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methods increase sharply as p2 -> 0. The efficiency of GE increases with 
increasing m, but tliat of ULS is independent of m.
In conclusion, it is evident that neither method, ULS or GE, is to be universally 
preferred over the other. ULS is simpler in form, though this is not really important 
when a computer is available. The above results also show that the efficiency of GE is 
more affected by the parameter values than any of the other methods.
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Fig. 4.1 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators of ULS 
relative to MLE under the Weibull loglinear model for the non-iid 
case and known value of “n.
(a) Plot of vs Pi at P2 = 1.0, ti = 1.0
(b) Plot of Rq vs  P2 at T| = 1.0
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Fig. 4.2 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators of ULS 
relative to MLE under the Weibull loglinear model for the non-iid 
case and known value of t|.
(a) Plot of Ro vs pi at P2 = 1.0, ti = 0.5
(b) Plot of Rq vs P2 at Ti = 0.5
(c) Plot of Rg vs Pi at p2 = 1.0, T] -  2.0
(d) Plot of Rq vs p2 at T) = 2.0
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Fig. 4.3 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators of ULS 
relative to MLE under the Weibull loglinear model for the non-iid 
case and known value of t\.
(a) Plot of Rg vs pi at p2 = 1.0, ti = 4.0
(b) Plot of Rq vs  Pz at ri = 4.0
(c) Plot of Rg vs Pi at P2 = 1.0, = 10.0
(d) Plot of Rq vs P2 at i \ -  10.0
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Fig. 4.6 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators relative 
to MLE under the Poisson loglinear model for the non-iid case.
(a) Plot of Ro vs Pl at p2 = 5.0
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Fig. 4.7 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators relative 
to MLE under the negative binomial model for the non-iid case 
and known value of v.
(a) Plot of Ro vs Pl at p2 = 6.0, v = 1.0
(b) Plot of Ro vs p2 at Pi = 1.0, v = 1.0
(c) Plot of Ro vs Pl at p2 = 6.0, v = 10.0
(d) Plot of Ro vs p2 at pi = 1.0, v = 10.0
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Fig. 4.8 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators relative 
to MLE under the negative binomial model for the non-iid case and
known value of v. (a) Plot of Ro vs pi at p2 = 10.0 
(b) Plot of Ro vs P2 at p% = 5.0.
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Fig. 4.9 Plots of the asymptotic efficiencies for various estimators relative 
to MLE under the binomial logit model for the non-iid case.
(a) Plot of Rq vs Pl at P2 = -5.0, m = 10
(b) Plot of Rq vs P2 at pl = -1.0, m = 10
(c) Plot of Rq vs Pl at P2 = -5.0, m -  100
(d) Plot of Rg vs p2 at Pl =-1.0, m = 100
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Fig. 4.10 Plots of the asymptotic efficiency of ULS relative to MLE under 
the binomial logit model for the non-iid case.
(a) Plot of Ro vs Pl for m = 10
(b) Plot of Ro vs P2 for m = 10.
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(c) Plot of Ro vs Pl for m = 10
(d) Plot of Ro vs p2 for m = 10.
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C H A P T E R  S
ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY IN NON-EXPONENTIAL FAMILY MODELS
JN THE NON-IIP CASE
5.1. INTRODUCTION
If the underlying distribution comes from a natural exponential family MQL and OPT 
have full asymptotic efficiency; under more general distributions there is some loss of 
efficiency with these methods. We investigate here this loss of efficiency under some non­
exponential family models. The models used are the Weibull log linear model with 
unknown r\, the Burr log linear model with ti and v both known and unknown, the 
negative binomial logit model with unknown v, and the beta-binomial logit model with p 
known and unknown.
When the auxiliary parameters are assumed known solution of the equations is always 
possible and so all methods are compared. Otherwise, for some methods we are unable to 
estimate the parameters due to the singularity problem encountered in Chapter 3. In that 
case a comparison is presented for the other methods only.
The OPT method is quite successful for almost all the models discussed here. MQL, 
which is the most commonly used method, is rather less efficient. The advantages of 
OPT include the following: first, it retains its high efficiency for all the models; second, 
in some cases, when in ULS and MQL we are unable to estimate the parameters because 
of the singularity problem, we can get good results by using OPT. On the other hand, the 
main disadvantage, as pointed out above, is that the skewness and kurtosis have to be 
specified.
5.2 WEIBULL LOG-LINEAR MODEL WITH UNKNOWN n
The observations are independent Weibull variâtes with survivor functions
F-(t) = p(Y i> t) = exp(-XitTl) on (0,oo)
as discussed in Chapter 4. For the case of unknown r\ we need to estimate the parameters 
8  = (Pl, p2 , n) where Xi obeys the loglinear form logXi = Pi+Piai- The mean,
variance, skewness and kurtosis are Pie = Ci.^Xi-i/n, = C2T,?ii-2/n, yiie = >
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and Y2i0 = C4^/c2^ respectively; the form of the constants Cj^  are given in Section
3.3.1. The derivatives of the mean and variance in this case are
M-iG = Pie
-Xi/T|
(clV^ni)+h-^iogXiei
and die = Oie
(c^^/2 C2T^ )+T[-21OgXi0
where
ciV^iTi = -v(i+i/'n)/n^
= { r i \( l+ i/ i i) -  r 2\|/(l+2 /q)}/n^2T|'
The score function in this case is
LfiG -
Z(l-XieYin)Xi
mi)-i+Z(l-Xi0 Y ^ Tl)logY i
which leads to
X:XT
B„o -  Y i
xT(l_Y_logXi0)/q
(l-Y-logli0)x/q
{ (jtV6)+( 1 -y-logXie)^ }/q 2
For the other methods we need the matrices
PioPio = PwRi, = ^ioSi, PiQcrJ = PiOGioTi
where
XiXiT/Ti2
R;
-SiXiT/T|3 SjWy
9 4
x^x■T/^2
S; =
■(p/C2Ti+log^ ie)XiT’/Tl3
-Xi(p/C2«+logXie)/Tl3
(p/C2Ti+lOgXi0)2/p4
Ti =
^  XjXT/T|2 -Xi(p/C2T,+logA,i0)/n3>
-SjXjT/TjS Si{p/C2T^ +log>.i0 } /liy
and Sj = Iog?wi0-Y(l+1/T|) and p = r 2v|/(l+l/Ti)-r2V(l+2 /p).
Substituting these values into Mj^q &"d V„o for the various methods yields the 
following.
For ULS
(5.2.1)
For MQL
MnO = -VnO = -SpfoRi/aiJ. (5.2.2)
For GE
^nO -  "^(pfoRi+2 CTioSi)/aio,
Vno = S{pfoRi+2c3T^pioaioTi/c^^V(c4T^/c2^+2)aioSi}/cyio.
(5.2.3)
For OPT
M^o = -Vjio = ^kj[(c4^/c2^+2)pfoRr2c3T^PioaioT/c^J^'"+4ai^Sj] (5 ,2 .4)
^  i^O^ (^^ 4T|C2T|+2C2^ -C3^  ) .
where
From above equations the following conclusions may be drawn
(a) S in gularitv problem in ULS and MQL 
To compute the A Vs we need the inverse of M^o • For ULS
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r Si -Si/q
M^o = -SpioRi = -Tp^^Pio 1 ai2 -aiSi/q
V-s/q -ajSi/q Si2/q
Tj-iSsjXi*2/'n 
q-lSsiaiXi-2/Tl
-iS(c+P2^i)^r^^^ q-i]S(c+P2^i)^i^r^^ îl‘2Y(c+p2ai)sjX,i-2/iiT^
where c = p rv (l+ l/q )
Evidently row 3 =-cq-i(row I)-p2Ti-i(row 2), hence this matrix is singular. A similar 
phenomenon occurs for MQL. Thus it is not possible to estimate the parameters Pi, P2 
and q separately by ULS or MQL.
(b) Comparison of GE and OPT
In the case of known q the efficiencies of GE and OPT were shown to be 
independent of both parameters pi and P2 in Section 4.3. But now, in the case of 
unknown q, this is not so as shown in Fig.5.1. The efficiencies are also plotted against 
the P's with q fixed at 0.5 and 4.0. In the case of known q only the plots of Rg vs pi 
and p2 were shown since those for R  ^and R2 were similar. However, this is not so in 
the present case of unknown q, so the plots for R  ^ and R2 are shown in Fig. 5.2. At 
the value q = 4.0, the efficiency of GE is very close to that of OPT. Since Rg is 
independent of Pi and p2 the plot of R3 vs p2 is the same as that of Rg vs pi and 
therefore is omitted.
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5.3. BURR LOGLINEAR MODEL
The observations have the Burr distribution with survivor function 
F(t) = (l+^t^)-v on (0 ,oo)
as discussed in Chapter 3. The cases where r\ and v are both known, and both unknown 
are discussed separately. The moments of Yj are given by
mean: |iip = c ^ ^ f v a r i a n c e :  cFip = (C2- 
skewness : yap = c’(c2 - Ci2)-3/2 and kurtosis : yaip = c"(c2- 
where c' and c*' and the Cj are defined in Section 3.4.2.
5.3.1 The case of known n and v.
When T) and v are both known and homogeneous over individuals, and  ^ obeys the 
log-linear form log%i = the derivatives of the mean and variance are
M-ip= “n-iwpXi, dip = --n-icjipXi.
The score function is L^q = %}{l-(v+l)%iY^/(l4^^Y^)}x^
and hence B^o = v(v+2 ) tEx^xT. For the other methods we need the following 
matrices
MiOhîo = Ci2Tî-2çr2/nx.XiT, cy'joa  ^= (c2-Ci2)ii-2^r2/nx.xjT,
and p^Qd  ^= Ci(c2 -Ci2)l/2q-2^r2/nx.xT
Then the asymptotic variances are obtained from the following.
For ULS
Mjio = -(Ci2/n2)Eexp {-2(j3i+P2ai)/n} x^xT,
Vno = {ci2(c2-Ci2)/-q2}5;:exp{-4(Pi+P2ai)/Ti}XiXiT. (5.3.1)
For MQL
Mj^ O “  ~^ nO ~ ( C12/(C2-C22)T|2} 12x^ X^ T, (5.3.2)
For GE
MnO -  ■■{(2C2-'Ci2)/(c2-Ci2)T^ 2)5^ XjXj'r,
(5.3.3)VnO = {[Ci2+2 c'Ci+c"+2 (C2-Ci2)2]/(c2-Ci2)T|2 }i:XjXiT
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For OPT
MnO =  -VnO =  [k'7(C2-Ci2)Tl2]£xiXiT, (5 3 .4 )
where
k"= {c"+2 -C'2 (C2-Ci2 )-1}/{c'’Ci2+2 Ci2(c2-Ci2 )2  -4CiC'(C2-Ci2)+4] .
When the plots for this model were examined they were found to be veiy similar to 
those for the Weibull case, albeit with lower efficiencies all round. Some selected plots of 
Rg vs p with some fixed values of ti and v are presented in Figs. 5.3-5.6. The 
behaviour of Rj and R2 is similar to that of Rg and therefore these are omitted. The 
plots have drawn attention to the following points :
(a) Dependence of the efficiencies on pi and p?
From (5.3.1) - (5,3.4) it is noted that the AV's for all the methods except ULS are 
independent of both Pi and P2 . For ULS clearly AV(Puls) depends on p2 but not on 
Pi- Fig.5.3 provides the plots of Rg vs p which shows that ULS has maximum 
efficiency equivalent to MQL at P2 = 0.
(b) Dependence of the efficiencies on n and v
For each of the methods the efficiency depends on the parameters r\ and v, so we 
need to compare them for various values of tj and v. The values of Rg are plotted 
against Pi and p% with t| and v fixed at different values in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. At 
p = 0.5 the performances of all the methods are poor, each having efficiency less than 
0.30, with GE performing worst. The efficiency of each method increases as q 
increases from 0.5 to 2.0 with GE performing better than ULS and MQL at the value 
-q = 2.0. When i\ increases to 10.0 the efficiency decreases considerably in all the 
methods.
Figs. 5,4 - 5.6 show some plots of Rg vs Pi and Rg vs p2 at the values v = 5, 
10,20 and 30, and tj = 10.0. The efficiency of each method increases as v increases.
(c) Equivalence of ULS and MOL
From (5.3.1) it is noted that as -q 00, exp(-p2a/q) 1 and then A V (P u l s ) 
AV (Pm ql)* It is also noted that for large -q, A V (P uls) becomes independent of pi and of 
p2 and then provides constant efficiency like MQL. Fig.5.4 shows tliat at p = 10, the
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results for ULS are very close to tliose for MQL with equality at P2 = 0-
5.3.2 The case of all parameters unknown
For the case of unknown q and v we need to estimate the parameters 0 = (Pi, P2 , 
q, v). The derivatives of the mean and variance are now
-Xi/q\ / - 2 xj/q'
pie = we I e/q2 I and oi'g = 0.5oie I f
,V V
where b, d, e and f have been defined in Section 3.4.2 (ii).
The score function is
(l-ki)Xi \
l4 e=  l/q+(l-ki)logyi I where jq= (v4-l)^iyiq/(l+%iy;q)
^l/v-log(l+^iyiq)^
which leads to
\ x ’jX{ /^{v+2) vs^ Xi -x/(v+iy
®nO = X I  giWq
-X;T/(v+l) gjv/q 1/v^
where s^ , m^  and g^  correspond to s, m and g as given in Section 3.4.2 (ii). 
For the methods other than MLE we need the matrices
= WoRi, = 0.25CTi§Si, UiocrJo = 0.5pioaioTi
where
^iXjT/qa -e-x/q3 -bx/q^
Ri = I -ejXjT/q3 C|2/q4 e-b/q2
y-bx^ T/Ti e^b/q2 b2
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/ 4XiXiT/q -2 f^x/q -2 dXi/q
= I -2 fiXiT/ii fi2 fid
\ - 2 dx^T/q fid d2 ,
-2 xiXiT/ri2 -fix/q -dxj/q^
T j=  I -2eiX|T/q3 e^f/q2 e^d/q^
-2 bxT/q bfi
and Cj, fj, b and d correspond to e, f, b and d as given in Section 3.4.2.
Then the asymptotic variances are obtained as follows.
For ULS
M^o = -XpioRi, Vno = ^(wotiio)^Si. (5.3.5)
For MQL
Mj^ o = "^nO ~ "^ M-ioRi/<^ iO- (5.3.6)
For GE
M„o= -Z(moRl+0.50;gSi)/c;^,
V„o= X(n^Ri+C'(C2-Ci2)-3/2(iiO<JioTi+O.25[c"(C2-Ci2)-2+2]0i^Si)/(J,i (5.3,7)
For OPT
M„o = -V„o =2Yiÿ([c"(C2-Ci2)-2+2]MfoRr2c'(c2-ci2)-3/2jiiooioTi+Oi2oSi)/0.| (5.3.8) 
where c' and c” are as defined earlier in this section.
To compute A Vs for ULS and MQL we need the inverse of M^g. However, 
from (5.3.5) and (5.3.6), this matrix is singular as R is singular. The reason for this can 
be shown simply as follows:
The ULS equations for p% and v are
Z[agie/aPi(Yrjiie)] = X[(-pie/q)(Yi-|iie)] = 0
100
and S[aWe/av(Yi-M.ie)] = L{jii0 [v-l+\}/(v-l/q)-x}/(v+l)](Yi-ni0 )) = 0 .
These two equations are, in fact, both equivalent to S[p.ie(Yi-fii9 )] = 0, so we have 
effectively only one equation for two unknowns. A similar phenomenon occurs for MQL, 
Hence it is not possible to estimate the parameters p% and v separately by ULS or MQL 
in this case.
For GE and OPT the computations indicated singularity of the matrix M^g. 
However, it is not clear from the algebra precisely how this arises. Thus, as in Section
3.4.2, the problem has not been resolved.
5.4 NEGATIVE BINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL WITH UNKNOWN v
The observations Y^  (i = l,...,n) are independent and have negative binomial 
distribution with parameters (v, p) as discussed in Section 3.4.3. The moments of Y; are 
defined as
we = vp/(l-pi) (mean), afg = vpj/(l-pi)2  (variance),
TiiG = (I+Pi)/(vPi)'^ (skewness), and q -^g = (l+4pi+pi2)/vpi (kurtosis).
In the case where all the parameters are unknown we need to estimate three parameters 
8 = (pi, P2 , v) and the derivatives of tiie mean and variance are
we = we
( l + P i ) X i
and mg = 0.5 <Jig
The score function is
r
CYi(l-Pi)-vpi]x
yoglog(l-P i)+ ?(v+Y i-j)-ij-i
which leads to
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B„o = X
VpiXiXiT
PiXF
For the other methods we need the following results:
PioPw “  PioRi» “  0.25aioSj and Pigajg “  0.50p.ioaioTj,
where
Ri =
S; =
r  ^
1/v \
Ei aj2 ai/v
^ / v  a/N i N y
A x + p y - (l+pi)2ai (1 + P i) /^
(1+Pi)^ai (1+Pi)^ai2 (l+Pi)ai/v
\Q + P i) /v (l+Pi)ai/v l/v2 >
A + P i ) (l+pi)ai (1 + P i) /A
(I+Pi)ai (1+Pi)ap ai/v I
\ ( l + P i ) / v (l+Pi)ai/v l/v2 /
From these values the asymptotic variances of the methods are obtained as follows. 
For ULS
Mno = -SpfoRi. VnO = Zp_ioR/(l- Pi).
For MQL
HiO = -VnO = SvpiRi.
(5.4.1)
(5.4.2)
For GE
M^o = - ii?oRi+0 .5aioSi)/Ojo,
V^o = X{pfoRi+YiiOPiOWoTi+0.5(Y2io+2)aioSj}/aio,.
(5.4.3)
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For OPT
Mno = “Vno = ^io(Y2iO+2-7iio)'H(y2io+2)pioRi-2'yiioM.iOWoTi+ajoSi}, (5.4.4)
For the asymptotic variance matrix we need the inverse o f M^g. AV(9uls) and 
AV(§mql) (5.4.1) and in (5.4,2) are unobtainable because tlie matrix M„g is singular. 
For instance, for ULS
M^g = v2%pi2(l_p.)-2R.
Epi2(l-pi)-2 EaiPi2(l-pi)-2 v-lEpi2(l-pj)-2
v2 I EaiPi2(l-pi)-2 Eaj2pi2( i-p .)-2 v-iEaiPi2(l_p.)-2
S^-lEpj2(l-pi)-2 v-lEaiPi2(l-pi)-2 v-2Epi2(l-pi)^
Evidently (row 3) = v'i(row 1), hence it is singular. A similar phenomenon occurs for 
MQL.
The plots of Rg vs pi and Rg vs p% for GE and OPT methods are shown in 
Fig.5.7. OPT has results very close to that of MLE. Efficiency of GE improves by 
increasing v.
5.5. BRTA-BTNOMIAL LOGIT MODEL:
The Beta-Binomial model discussed earlier in Chapter 3 is now considered for the non 
iid case. The cases where p is known and unknown will be considered separately; in any 
case p is taken to be homogeneous over individuals. The moments of Y are given by
mean: = m^xi, variance: ofp = mi%i(l-%i){ l+(m,-l)p),
skewness: ynp = (l-2 iii){ l+(2 mj-l)p}/{CTip(l+p)},
2kurtosis: Y2ip= orjp(a+b)/((l+p)(l+2 p)},
where a and b are as given in Section 3.4.4.
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5.5.1 The case o f known p
When p is known, the required derivatives of the mean and variance are 
|iSp = m7Ci(l-7ii)Xi and aip = 0.5(1-2îti)aipXi, taking m^  = m for all i, as before. The 
variance/mean relationship çp- -  p( 1 -p/m) ( 1+(m-1 )p) conforms to = cj)V(p.) with 
(|) = l+(m -l)p. The logit model, which specified log(a:/(l-xi)} = pi for the iid case, 
is now defined as log{7Ci/(l-:ti)} = Pi+Piai- As remarked previously in Section 3.4.3 
the Fisher information matrix B^o does not have simple closed form and so has been
computed for each observation as - E P ^  where P^  is as defined in Chapter 3 and 
LJ! = 02logPj/Bp2. For the methods other than MLE we need the following matrices.
hioRio = m ^i2(l-jci)2xiXiT, cTioo  ^ = 0.25(l-27ii)2aioXiXiT
and PioaJ = 0.5m:ri(l-7Ci)(l-27Ci)crioXjXiT
Substituting these values into M^g and V^g leads to the following results for the various 
methods.
For ULS
M^g = -EUi2XiXT,
VnO= Z[l+(m-l)p]U;3X;XT (5.5.1)
For MQL
MnO = -Vng = -E[l+(m-l)p]UiXiX^T. (5.5.2)
For GE
Mno = -r{[l+(m-l)p]-lui+0.5(l-2rci)2)XiXiT,
V„o = 2([l+(m-l)p]-iUi+v(l-27ti)2+0.25(-Ki0+2)(l-2xi)2)XiXiT.
(5.5.3)
For OPT
M„o = -V„o = 2W([l+(m-l)p]-'Ui(Y2io+2) -2v(l-2xi)2+(l-2xi)2)xiXiT. (5.5.4)
where
Uj = m[exp(pi+P2ai)][l+exp(Pi+p2ai)]-2  
V = [l+(2m-l)p]/[l+(m-l)p](l+p).
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Representative plots of Rg vs Pi and Rg vs p% appear in Fig.5.8, with m =10 and 
p=  0.1. Corresponding pictures of Rj and R2 are qualitatively similar and so are 
omitted. From these plots we observe the following points.
(a) Effect of the P's on efficiency
Maximum efficiency for each method occurs where Pi or p2 is close to zero. The 
performance of GE is worst, and that of OPT is best.
(b) Efficiencies for some different values of o
Plots of Jig vs Pi and Rg vs P2 , like Fig. 5.8, were also made for p = 0.05, 
0.1 and 0.5 but are not shown here since they gave similar results. Suffice it to say that the 
efficiency of each method increases as p decreases.
5.5.2. The case of unknown p
For the case of unknown p we need to estimate the parameters 8  = (pi, P2 , p). The 
derivatives of the mean and variance are now
cjie(l-27Ci)Xi
and aJe = 0.5
m(m-l)7rj(l-7ti)/ai0
The Fisher information matrix is computed as described above, yielding the AV for 
MLE. For the other methods we need the following matrices
= m^iti2(l-7i:j)^Rj, CFjga  ^ = 0.25Sj, M-igcrjg = 0.5m7Ci(l-7Ci)Tj.
where
W8 = m7i:i(l-7ri)
( l - 2 iCi)2aj^XiXiT m(m-l)7ri(l-7Ci)(l-27Ci)Xi
S: =
m(m - 1 )xi( 1 -27i:i) XjT m^(m - 1 1 -Tti) ^ ajo
T i -
( 1 -27i:i)aioXiXiT m (ra- 1 )%{( 1 -TcOxj/aio'
0
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Substituting these values in to M^g and V^g leads to the following results. 
For ULS
Mno = -Em^i2(l-7Ci)2Rp
Vng =  Em3ji:i3(l-:cj)3[i+(ni-l)p]Ri.
For MQL
Mno = -VnG = -Em7Ui(l-TCi)[l+(m-l)p]-iRj.
For GE
M^g = -E{mîCi(l-xi)[l+(m-l)p]‘i+0.5(l-2îCi)^}Ri,
v^g = E(m7i:i(l-îCi)Ri+YHontiCi(l-îii)Ti+0.25(Y2iO+2)Si}.
For OPT
M^g = -V^g -  2^ 710{(Y2iO+2)m^i2(l-7Ci)2Ri-Yiiomji:i(l-7ti)Ti+Si}.
1
(5.5.5)
(5.5.6)
(5.5.7)
(5.5.8)
Figs. 5.12-5.17 show various plots of the efficiencies vs pi and vs pa for GE and 
OPT. From the above equations and these pictures attention is drawn to the following 
points:
(a) Singularity problem for ULS and MOL
To compute the A Vs we need the inverse of M^g. But, from (5.5.5) and (5.5.6), 
this matrix is singular. Therefore AV(0uls) and AV(Gmql) are unobtainable. The reason
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for this singularity is that the mean pie is independent of p, hence its derivative with 
respect to p is zero. Thus we have effectively only two estimating equations for three 
unknowns.
(b) Efficiencvof GE
Fig. 5.10 shows efficiency curves, for GE and OPT, of Rgvs Pi and pa , and 
of R3 VS pi and Pa with m = 10 and p = 0.1. The pictures for Ri and Ra are similar 
and so are omitted. The plot of R3 vs pi shows the closeness of GE and OPT, and 
that of R3 vs Pa shows similar agreement for pa larger than about -3.0. In the Rg plots 
GE is shown to be rather less efficient than OPT.
(c) Effect of p onefficiencv
Figs. 5.11 and 5.14 show plots for GE and OPT, of Rg vs pi and pa at p = 0.05, 
0.1, 0.5 and m = 10. From these plots we see that the efficiency of these methods 
increases as p decreases and that GE is generally inferior to OPT. Similar conclusions 
may be drawn from Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 which show R3 vs Pi and Pa for GE and 
OPT. Fig.5.14 also suggests that for OPT R3 is constant at p = 0.5 though the reason 
for this is not obvious in equation (5.5.8).
5.5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In this chapter, models from the non-exponential family have been used to compare 
the estimating equations for the non iid case. As previously, we have considered 
asymptotic efficiencies of the methods relative to MLE, and have developed these for 
cases where some parameters were assumed known and where all parameters were 
unknown.
5.5.1 Some parameters known
(i) Burr model. The efficiency plots for this model were found to be very similar 
to those for the Weibull model. The effect of q on efficiencies is considerably 
greater than that of v. The plots for this model suggested that for v large 
enough and q close to 2 , all the methods provide reasonably good results. 
MQL and OPT showed their maximum efficiencies at q = 1, while GE has
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its maximum when q = 4. The efficiency of all the methods increases with 
increasing v. However, this improvement is slight and the efficiencies of the 
methods are almost of the same order for values of q > 4. The efficiency of 
all the methods decreases considerably when q < 1 .
(ii) Beta-binomial model. Results for this model revealed the better performance 
of OPT than all the other methods. ULS provides results generally close to 
those of MQL, while GE performs worst. The efficiencies of all the methods
are found to increase considerably when pi or P2 -> 0. It is also noted that the 
efficiency of each method decreases with increasing p.
5.5.2 All parameters unknown
(i) Singularitv problem. In some cases we are unable to estimate the parameters by 
the methods ULS and MQL due to the problem of singularity. In such cases 
these two methods were omitted from the comparisons.
(ii) Weibull model. Reference to the previous results shows that the efficiencies,
which were independent of pi and p% in the case of known q, are now depends 
on these parameters. The efficiencies of both GE and OPT are maximum when 
the p's are close to zero. The results for GE are very close to those for 
OPT when q is approximately equal to 4. At q = 0.5, both methods provide 
smaller efficiency. GE provides efficiency very close to that of OPT in the plots
of R3 vs Pi.
(iii) Burr model. Due to the singularity problem we are unable to estimate 
parameters by any of the methods discussed here.
fivl Negative binomial model. The performance of OPT for this model is 
obviously better than that of GE. However, the efficiency of GE tends to that
of OPT when pi or p2 ->-°°. The efficiency of GE also improves with 
increasing v.
Cv) Beta-binomial model. The efficiencies of both GE and OPT in this case are 
similar to that in the case of known p except for the plot of R3 vs pi or 
P2. The efficiency of both methods increases with decreasing p and has 
maximum value when Pi or p2 0 .
In conclusion, the above discussion shows that, for the non-iid case with non­
exponential family models, the methods GE and OPT come out of the comparisons quite 
well. But a problem of estimation occurs for ULS and MQL because of singularity of 
Mno in the case when all the parameters are unknown. It is evident from the above
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discussion that OPT is generally in better agreement with MLE than the other three 
methods. This is as it should be. In particular, its superiority over MQL for this family 
of distributions is demonstrated in all the cases discussed here. Furthermore, in the case 
of the singularity problem of ULS and MQL, the contrast becomes even more 
important.
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C H A I P T E R  6
CONCLUSIONS: CONNECTIONS AMONG THE ESTIMATING
E Q U A T I O N S
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work has been to apply certain aspects of the asymptotic theory of 
statistical estimation. To cover the subject completely would not be possible, and we have 
chosen the material in the previous chapters to a great extent to serve the purpose here. 
Estimation theory, like any other topic of mathematical statistics, originated from certain 
practical problems. The question central to the present work is how to compare different 
estimators and how to appraise their qualities. Possibly the answers will always depend 
heavily on the distribution, the sample size, etc.
In seeking alternatives to MLE we have considered least-squares, maximum 
quasi-likelihood, Gaussian estimation and optimal moment-based estimation. When the 
y-distributions are normal GE coincides with MLE, and when the y-distributions belong 
to a certain exponential sub-family MQLE and OPT are MLE. The method of least- 
squares, which plays a central role in inference in linear and non-linear regression models, 
has efficiency ranging from 1 for normally distributed errors to 0  for various kinds of 
unfavourable distributions such as Cauchy. Hence none of the methods can be beaten on 
their own ground, assuming the regularity conditions which make MLE fully efficient. 
In applications then the question is "Which ground are we on?". It seems difficult to give 
very general answers but some criteria can be derived in restricted situations. The 
concluding remarks which follow are somewhat idealized but meant to reflect real situations 
and hence provide some guidance.
One practical advantage of linear estimating equations, like those used for ULS and 
MQLE, over quadratic ones, as in GE and OPT, is that knowledge, or estimates, of
YiiQ and Y2Î0 are not required for the variance estimates. Predictably, if yne and Y2ie 
are small then GE has smaller asymptotic variance than MQLE, and is near "optimal". 
If oiG is constant over i then GE and MQLE both reduce to unweighted least squares. 
If Oi'e is small in magnitude compared with pJe, the situation is analogous to that for
which Williams (1959) recommends ignoring the aSe terms in GE, and hence using 
MQLE.
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The above mentioned methods have been compared with respect to some very 
commonly applied statistical models, namely the exponential. Poisson, negative binomial, 
Weibull, Burr and beta-binomial models.
This chapter contains some final discussion of the conclusions of the present work 
and some suggestions for extensions to further research. Section 6.2 mentions some 
qualities of ULS and its comparison and connection with other methods. Section 6.3 
deals with the case when ULS is equivalent to MQL. Some remarks on the optimality of 
GE are made in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5 we discuss the loss of efficiency of MQL 
and OPT in the case of non-exponential family models. Finally, some concluding remarks 
and suggestions for further work are made in Section 6.7.
6.2 QUALITIES OF ULS
In the case of exponential family models for the iid case discussed in Chapter 3, the 
efficiency of ULS is equal to that of MQL and OPT and hence ULS is fully efficient. 
This is also evident from equations 3.3,2-3.3.4 and Figs. 3.2 and 3.4. In the 
non-exponential family models this method is comparatively less efficient. For the Burr 
model the efficiency of ULS is better than that of GE when t| is arround 2.0.
In exponential family models for the non-iid case considered in Chapter 4, the 
efficiency of ULS for the Poisson and negative binomial models is better than that of 
GE when P2 0, and similar results happen for the binomial model when pi or p2 ^  0 
with m = 10. In the non- exponential family models discussed in Chapter 5, the 
efficiency of ULS for the Burr model, in the case where some parameters are known, is 
better than that of GE when p2 -> 0. Similar results hold for the beta-binomial model 
when pi or P2 0 .
6.3 EQUIVALENCE OF ULS AND MOL
Now let us consider the cases where ULS becomes equivalent to MQL. Consider 
first the non-exponential family models for the iid case discussed in Chapter 3. Some of 
the conclusions drawn from the study are that the efficiency of ULS in certain cases is 
equal to that of MQL under all the models discussed. For the Weibull model, with -q 
known, the efficiency of ULS is independent of Pi but depends on Tj. Under the Burr 
model, with q and v known, the efficiency is again independent of pi but depends on 
q and v. Also ULS is equivalent to MQL here. For the beta-binomial model, with p 
known, the efficiency depends on all the parameters. Again ULS is equivalent to MQL 
here.
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Now consider the non-exponential family with the non-iid case discussed in Chapter 5. 
For the Weibull model ULS provides similar results to those of MQL when -n is large. 
Analogous results were recorded for the Burr model. Under the beta-binomial model, the 
efficiency of ULS behaves in a similar way as in the iid case discussed above.
6.4 EFFICIENCY OF GAUSSIAN ESTIMATION
When the distributions are normal GE coincides with MLE and so has optimum 
properties. For a less restricted class of distributions, GE will not, of course, in general 
be fully efficient. In some cases, however, this method provides better results than ULS 
and MQL. For example, for both the Weibull and Burr models, the efficiency of GE is 
better than that of ULS and MQL when t\ is greater than 4.0.
(i) iid case. Consider the Weibull and beta-binomial models with the iid case as 
discussed in Chapter 3. When all the parameters are unknown the efficiencies of GE 
under these models are similar to those of OPT. The results for the Weibull model in this 
case are different from those in the previous case when we assumed that some parameters 
were known. The efficiency now depends on pi and its maximum occui'S when pi is 
close to zero.
(ii) Non-iid case. Now consider the exponential family models with the non-iid case as 
discussed in Chapter 4. For the Poisson model, the efficiency of GE improves sharply 
with the increase of pi or p2 and approaches that of OPT. The performance of GE for 
the negative binomial model improves with increasing pi or p2 and v. For sufficiently 
large values of pi, p2 or v its efficiency is close to that of OPT. For the binomial model 
GE performs rather worse on the whole except in the region where the y-distributions are 
close to being symmetric.
In the case of the non-exponential family as discussed in Chapter 5, the efficiency of 
GE is better than that of ULS and MQL in some circumstances. For example, for 
both the Weibull and Burr models, when some parameters are assumed known, the 
efficiency of GE improves markedly as ri increases, whereas ULS and MQL have 
efficiency less than 0.65. On the other hand, for the beta-binomial model GE performs 
worse than the other methods on the whole. However, its efficiency increases with 
decreasing values of p.
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(iii) All parameters unknown. In the case where all the parameters are unknown, ULS 
and MQL were not included in some of the comparisons due to the singularity problem 
encountered there. Therefore, the comparisons were performed between GE and OPT 
only. The results for the Weibull model are generally different from those in the case when 
some parameters are known. The efficiency of GE is very close to that of OPT for larger 
values of i\. For the beta-binomial model the results are again very close to those for OPT.
6.5 LOWER EFFICIENCY OF MOL AND OPT IN NON-EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
In non-exponential families, such as those we have discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, 
these methods are less efficient. Further, we have demonstrated that in some cases MQL 
fails to provide estimators whereas OPT always does so.
Consider first the non-exponential family with the iid case discussed in Chapter 3. 
When some parameters are assumed known the comparisons showed that for both the 
Weibull and Burr models OPT retains high efficiency in all cases except when Tj is small. 
On the other hand, MQL has efficiency considerably less than that of OPT in most cases. 
In the case where all parameters are unknown ULS and MQL fail to provide estimators 
because of the problem of singularity, and then comparisons between the other two 
methods showed that GE provides some results similar to that of OPT. In the 
case of the beta-binomial model when some parameters are known the efficiency of OPT 
is high and that of GE is generally low. In the case when all parameters are unknown 
GE shows some results similar to that of OPT.
Now consider the non-exponential family with the non-iid case as discussed in 
Chapter 5. The results for OPT look similar to those in the iid case and MQL is again 
less efficient in this case. Further, when all the parameters are unknown MQL and ULS 
suffer from the singularity failure and then we have compared GE and OPT only. The 
results of these methods in this case are generally different from those in the case where 
some parameters are known. For the beta-binomial model, the efficiency of OPT is again 
high though the plots show that GE perfoims relatively badly. However, Fig.5.10(c) 
shows that at some fixed value of p, the efficiency of GE provides results similar to that 
of OPT.
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6 .6  CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
In conclusion, it is noted that, in the case when some of the parameters are known, 
all the methods come out of tlie compaiisons successfully. The widely used MQL method 
and the recently investigated OPT method provide much better results as compared to the 
other two methods. However, one must take into account the fact that in every case MQL 
and OPT have been aided by assuming that the variance function V(p) is known and 
correctly specified. For instance, under the negative binomial model v was taken as 
known. This will not generally be the case in practice so the study shows MQL and OPT 
in the most favourable light. Neverthless, the relative behaviour of the estimators is not 
easily forecast without some computation and so the plots do give useful and easily 
assimilated knowledge.
In the case when aU the parameters are unknown some of the methods fail to provide 
results. Estimators from ULS and MQL are unobtainable due to a singularity problem. 
The remaining comparison between GE and OPT shows that OPT clearly provides 
better results than GE in all the models discussed.
The two types of families (exponential and non-exponential) considered in the previous 
chapters are in fact very important due to their wide application in many diverse fields. 
Under the exponential family models MQL and OPT are fully efficient, so the results of 
interest concern ULS and GE. It is noted that neither method can be preferred to the 
other because in some cases ULS provides better results and in other cases GE is better. 
For the non-exponential family models OPT clearly yields higher efficiency than all the 
other methods. It retains high efficiency, more than 90%, for all the models considered 
here except in certain cases of the Weibull and Burr models. The preference between the 
other methods depends upon the particular model as well as the status, known or 
unknown, of certain parameters. For example, for the beta-binomial model, MQL is 
second best to OPT, ULS is third best, and GE performs worst. For the Weibull and 
Burr models, ULS and MQL perform better than GE in some cases, while in others GE 
performs better.
The final, though not unimportant, consideration is that the methods are relatively 
easy to apply, the simplest being ULS and MQL. This, of course, is provided the 
necessary moments (mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis) can be determined conveniently 
for the application in hand.
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Listed below are some suggestions for further research.
(i) The work here has been entirely theoretical, the performance of the methods 
being judged solely by their asymptotic variance formulae. It would be useful to 
investigate some real data, in particular to see how the methods compare for 
small samples. To assess the variances of the estimates simulation could be 
applied.
(ii) Another question of practical, as opposed to theoretical, interest is that of 
robustness. For instance, MLE may be worse than a moment-based method 
when the distribution has been misspecified. Likewise, MQL and OPT may be 
worse than ULS under misspecification of the variance. Such questions could 
be investigated again by simulating data.
(iii) The observations have been assumed to be independent tliroughout this study. 
There is an obvious extension to non-independent data, i.e. stochastic processes, 
such as Markov chains.
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